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ABSTRACT
Joint analysis of self-report and biomarker measurements provides new opportuni-
ties to understand and characterize human behaviors. Self-report measures are the most
common way to assess human behavior, because they are quick, straightforward, and in-
expensive. But they are easily limited by factors such as recall bias toward under-report.
Thus a wide variety of biological measurements have been developed to objectively as-
sess human behaviors. However, the accuracy of biological measurement can also vary
between studies, not just through chance, but also with changes in the study setting,
the spectrum of disease, and definition of the target condition. Henceforth, self-report
measures and biological marker together are likely to provide the basis for a more ac-
curate estimate of participants’ behavior than either does alone. This is the reason
why simultaneous analysis of self-report measures and biomarker is appealing. There
are two major research issues with such joint analysis. First, when researchers intend
to combine biological marker and self-report measures as explanatory variables in the
longitudinal analysis, the problem of multicollinearity arises. Second, in longitudinal
studies, variables which are recorded over the course of study are easily subject to miss-
ing observations.
The data motivating our research arise from a longitudinal cohort study of an HIV 
clinic in southwestern Uganda who were not yet eligible for antiretroviral therapy (ART). 
Beginning in 2011, 447 patients were recruited with follow-up visits every 6 months for 
up to 3 years. The objective of the study is to examine the relationship between alcohol 
use and HIV disease progression measured by CD4 cell count among ART naive HIV-
infected Ugandans. Self-report measures on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification 
Test-Consumption (AUDIT-C), and biological markers-phosphatidylethanol (PEth), are 
both used to measure alcohol use.
To address the correlation between AUDIT-C score and PEth, we propose Bayesian 
shrinkage prior in the setting of linear mixed model. In light of missing observations in 
response and time-dependent covariates, we propose a two-stage multiple imputation for 
the missing response and missing time-varying covariates in longitudinal data. Last, we 
extend the two-stage multiple imputation approach by introducing Bayesian shrinkage 
prior into the imputation process to account for partly-observed response and partly-
observed correlated time-dependent covariates simultaneously.
We carry out a detailed analysis of the data using the proposed approaches. Simula-
tion studies are conducted to compare the proposed approaches to existing approaches.
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Longitudinal research [Diggle et al., 2002] has been experiencing increasingly popularity
in medical science, psychiatry, biology and social sciences. The analysis of longitudi-
nal data requires a particular statistical technique such as mixed effect models [Diggle
et al., 2002, Verbeke and Molenberghs, 2009, , Fitzmaurice et al., 2012] or generalized
estimating equations [Zeger et al., 1988, Hardin and Hilbe, 2012].
When some covariates are highly-correlated, the problem of multicollinearity arises.
In the setting of multiple linear regression, the multicollinearity would lead to unreliable
inference of the parameter. The multicollinearity in linear mixed model is a more com-
plex issue. Multicollinearity can occur in the covariates within groups, the covariates
between groups, and cross-level interactions. Multicollinearity at different levels have
different impact on estimation [Yu et al., 2015]. Kreft and De Leeuw [1998] showed
that multicollinearity can make the interpretation of model coefficients difficult, espe-
cially when dealing with cross-level interactions. Slight changes in the model led to
very different results, with coefficients for correlated variables changing over models and
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standard errors changing even more. Therefore, multicollinearity in linear mixed model
must be proceed with caution.
Remedies to multicollinearity have been discussed extensively in the context of linear
regression, such as ridge regression and principal component regression. Ridge regres-
sion [Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a,b] is a classical shrinkage approach to overcome the
multicollinearity, by modifying the ordinary least squares approach allowing bias on the
regression estimates. Although the estimators are biased, the biases are small enough
for these estimators to be substantially more precise than unbiased estimators. The
development of principal component regression is done by Massy [1965] to handle the
problem of multicollinearity by eliminating model instability and reducing the variances
of the regression coefficients. In principal component regression, the latent variables are
chosen among the principal components of design matrix of covariates. Thus, principal
component regression is a discrete shrinkage approach as the parameter of interest is the
number of latent variables introduced in the regression, whereas the ridge regression is
a continuous shrinkage method as it depends on a penalty parameter.
Despite the extensive discussion of the collinearity in linear regression, less has been
said about how to deal with multicollinearity in linear mixed model. Several authors
developed ridge regression in the context of linear mixed model [Eliot et al., 2011, Liu
and Hu, 2013, Ozkale and Can, 2017]. Eliot et al. [2011] first integrated the ridge regres-
sion into the framework of linear mixed model, deriving the parameter estimates via the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Liu and Hu [2013] discuss the conditions for
3
superiority of ridge estimator over maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) in linear mixed
model. Ozkale and Can [2017] also showed the out-performance of ridge estimator over
MLE under the mean squared error (MSE) criterion. Besides its advantage, the ridge
regression always contain a data-driven determination of the shrinkage parameter, for
example based on cross-validation [Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a,b]. In the context of lin-
ear mixed model which parameter estimations requires iterative optimization, including
additional shrinkage parameters will further complicate the algorithm and increase the
computational burden.
In the Bayesian framework, the classical ridge estimator coincides with a version
of posterior Bayes regression estimate [Lindley and Smith, 1972]. Assume the prior
distribution of linear regression coefficients β as β|τ ∼ N(0, τ 2I), the posterior mean
of β would be same with the ridge estimator. Such a normal prior distribution on
coefficient is a special form of Gaussian regularization priors for shrinking coefficient
vectors. Generally, by specifying appropriate informative priors on regression coefficient
p(β|τ), inference on β would be regularized, where τ represent shrinkage parameters.
Compared with traditional penalty estimator, such as ridge estimator, Bayesian for-
mulation has several advantages. First, to derive the penalty estimator, one must decide
the value of penalty parameter τ via some methods such as cross validation. Bayesian
framework allows to circumvent such external penalty parameter selection mechanisms.
Instead, hyperpriors can be assigned on parameters included in τ . This enables joint
estimation of both penalty parameters and regression coefficients. Second, inference
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for β would be based on marginal posterior p(β|y) by integrating out τ from the joint
distribution. But the classical penalty estimator rely on plug-in estimates β̂ = β̂(τ̂).
Third, the classical penalty estimator in the linear mixed effect model framework may
report computational difficulties in attempting to minimize likelihood equation. Instead,
conditionally Gaussian priors assigned on coefficients lead to Gibbs sampler, the poste-
rior updating will have efficiency gain, therefore facilitating full Bayesian Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference.
In addition to correlated covariates, incomplete data is another issue which deserves
attention in longitudinal studies. Incomplete data have always been a problem as it
may induce biases into the data analysis. Longitudinal research is likely to suffer higher
rates of missing data, because the same people are followed over time, making dropout
or losing follow-up more likely. Thus, statistical models of incomplete longitudinal data
have been studied extensively in literature [Little and Schenker, 1995, Diggle et al.,
2002, Daniels and Hogan, 2008, Fitzmaurice et al., 2008, Verbeke and Molenberghs,
2009, Fitzmaurice et al., 2012], which usually deal with incomplete response by assum-
ing fully-observed covariates. However, missing time-varying covariates is a common
phenomenon in longitudinal studies. For example, when a subject drop out from a
longitudinal study prior to the completion of the study, time-varying covariates, along
with the outcome variable, would not be observed past dropout. Hence, the assumption
of completely observed covariates is often not realistic in the presence of time-varying
covariates. Models that account for both missing response and (time-varying) covariates
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are therefore necessary.
Some statistical methods for missing covariates in longitudinal data models have
been developed by assuming the fully-observed outcome. A joint-modeling strategy
that accounts for both intermittently missing and left-censored time-varying covariates
in the Bayesian framework is given by Chen et al. [2014]. Wu and Wu [2001] developed a
Gibbs sampler for estimating parameters in non-linear mixed effect models with missing
time-independent covariates, and extended the algorithm to accounting missing time-
dependent covariates [Wu and Wu, 2002]. The models for non-ignorable missing time-
dependent covariates is later given by Wu [2007].
To accommodate missing response and missing covariates simultaneously in longitu-
dinal data, Stubbendick and Ibrahim [2003] developed a maximum likelihood method for
non-ignorable missing longitudinal responses and baseline covariates, who later presented
the method for non-ignorable missing binary response and covariates [Stubbendick and
Ibrahim, 2006]. Roy and Lin [2002] proposed the model for non-ignorable dropouts
and dropout-related missing covariates, and extended it to the generalized linear mixed
model [Roy and Lin, 2005]. A pseudo-likelihood approach is given by Parzen et al. for
modeling non-ignorable missing binary outcomes and time-varying covariates over time
[Parzen et al., 2006]. Schafer [1997b] proposed multivariate mixed effect model to treat
all missing response and missing time-varying covariates as multiple outcomes. The
detailed algorithms for implementation is described by Schafer and Yucel [2002].
Multiple imputation (MI) is a popular method for analyzing incomplete datasets
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[Rubin, 1996, Schafer, 1997a, Rubin, 2004], which generates a number of “completed”
datasets by filling in missing values from an appropriate predictive distribution, condi-
tional on the observed data. The substantive model of interest is then fitted to each
of imputed datasets, and the results are combined for final inference using Rubin’s rule
[Rubin, 2004].
Two-stage multiple imputation [Shen, 2000, Harel, 2009, Reiter and Raghunathan,
2007], an extension of multiple imputation, is an appealing alternative to tackle miss-
ing response and missing covariates. It is often the case that missing data are of two
distinct types, such as unplanned and planned nonresponse, dropout and intermittent
missing data in longitudinal data, or missing response and missing covariates. Two-
stage multiple imputation is advantageous when imputation of one type of data would
be substantially easier if the other type were known, and/or when different imputation
models are desired for two types of missing data.
1.2 The Motivating Data
Uganda faces a dual burden of HIV and unhealthy alcohol use. Alcohol is currently
the most widely distributed and commonly used recreational drug in the country. The
prevalence of heavy drinking among drinkers is the highest worldwide [World Health
Organization, 2018]. The country also has a high prevalence of HIV among the adults
[Uganda AIDS Commission, 2017]. Such dual burden of heavy alcohol use and HIV may
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present some challenges. This is because alcohol consumption likely has a large impact
on the HIV epidemic via behavioral pathways such as sexual risk-taking behaviors,
decreased self-care behaviors such as poor medication adherence, and biological pathways
such as impaired immunity [Hahn et al., 2011]. Numerous studies have assessed the
consequences of such impact of heavy alcohol use: it results in increased HIV incidence
[Baliunas et al., 2010, Scott-Sheldon et al., 2016]; it has been a consistent risk factor
for HIV care and treatment cascades [Azar et al., 2010, Vagenas et al., 2015], especially
for the non-adherence to antiretroviral therapy (ART) [Samet et al., 2004, Hendershot
et al., 2009] with a dose-response relationship [Braithwaite et al., 2005, Sileo et al., 2016].
Chronic alcohol use impacts both innate and adaptive immune functioning [Szabo
and Saha, 2015], and chronic alcohol use and HIV independently damage the intestinal
mucosa, enabling increased microbial translocation with subsequent increased inflam-
mation [Bagby et al., 2015]. Experimental studies in which high doses of alcohol are
administered to macaques before and after infection with simian immunodeficiency virus
(SIV) found increased levels of SIV viremia and mortality compared to control macaques
who are infected with SIV but who receive a sucrose control [Bagby et al., 2003, Kumar
et al., 2005, Bagby et al., 2006, Poonia et al., 2006]. Thus alcohol use might be an
important factor in HIV disease progression.
Despite the high biologic plausibility of an effect of alcohol use on HIV disease pro-
gression, the results of human observational studies have been mixed. No prospective
study conducted in the period before the advent of ART find an association between
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alcohol consumption and the onset of AIDS [Hahn and Samet, 2010], and a retrospective
analysis of persons not yet on ART participating in a large clinical HIV cohort find no
association between risky alcohol use and CD4 cell count [Conen et al., 2013]. However,
two studies conduct since the advent of ART suggest a detrimental effect of alcohol use
prior to ART use, with one study reporting a difference in mean CD4 cell count of 49
cells/mm3 among those reporting heavy drinking compared to those abstaining [Samet
et al., 2007], and another reporting a strong association between frequent alcohol use
(≥ 2 drinks daily) and time to CD4 cell count below 200 cells/mm3 [Baum et al., 2010,
Monroe et al., 2016].
Among longitudinal studies of persons on ART, the findings have been mixed as well.
Several studies among persons on ART have found no association between high levels of
alcohol use (various defined as heavy, hazardous, problem, or severe risk alcohol use) and
CD4 cell count and/or HIV viral load after controlling for ART adherence [Samet et al.,
2007, Kowalski et al., 2012, Conen et al., 2013, Cagle et al., 2017]. Two recent studies
conduct mediation analyses to separate out effects of alcohol use on CD4 cell counts due
to reduced adherence versus other pathways. One finds direct effects of heavy alcohol
use on CD4 cell counts [Kahler et al., 2017], while the other finds only indirect effects
of alcohol use via adherence [Wandera et al., 2017].
Several methodological considerations might explain these inconsistent findings. First,
inability to accurately measure alcohol use may impact the results [Baliunas et al., 2010].
Inclusion the biomarkers of alcohol use can provide an objective measurement. Second,
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in some populations, alcohol use may be associated with illicit drug use, which may
be associated with more rapid HIV progression (i.e. illicit stimulant use [Cook et al.,
2008, Carrico et al., 2014]), and thus a spurious association of alcohol use with HIV
progression may occur. A solution to this is to exclude other substance use, or conduct
studies in settings with very little substance use, such as in Uganda [John-Langba et al.,
2006]. Third, studies of persons on ART may be susceptible to residual confounding due
to imperfect measurement of adherence, such as in the case of exaggerated self-reported
adherence [Stirratt et al., 2015]. Thus, restricting the sample to those who are not
yet on ART avoids this potential pitfall. Lastly, the relationship between alcohol use
and HIV disease progression may be confounded over time, if individuals who engage
in heavy drinking experience declines in their health, and thus reduce their subsequent
drinking. This circumstance may spuriously reduce the apparent relationship between
heavy drinking and HIV disease progression [Robins et al., 2000], previous analyses of
this issue have not accounted for this possibility.
Thus, to clarify the previous inconsistent results of biological impact of unhealthy
alcohol consumption on HIV disease progression, the reliable and accurate measurement
of alcohol consumption is fundamentally important. Multimodal alcohol assessment
is usually recommended, including both self-report and biological measures, because
each method of measurement has strengths and weaknesses. Self-report measures is the
most common way to assess alcohol intake, because they are quick, straightforward, and
inexpensive. But they are easily limited by factors such as recall bias toward under-report
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of alcohol use. Social desirability may cause under-reporting if there is the perception of
negative consequences associated with reported use. Persons infected with HIV who are
receiving or hoping to receive HIV ART may under-report their alcohol consumption if
they fear that they will be denied ART if they report alcohol consumption. The accuracy
of self report is also limited by significant difficulties in precisely measuring content and
volume of alcohol consumed. For example, many drinkers consume locally-made alcohols
with variable ethanol contents.
To address the biases and inaccuracy associated with self-report, several alcohol
biomarkers have been developed to objectively assess alcohol use [Wurst et al., 2005,
Hannuksela et al., 2007, Litten et al., 2010]. One such alcohol biomarker is phos-
phatidylethanol (PEth). Studies indicate the PEth is a valid marker of assessing alcohol
consumption among individuals who are HIV-infected [Hahn et al., 2012]. However, the
accuracy of PEth can vary between persons consuming the same amount of alcohol,
likely due to differences in alcohol metabolism [Javors et al., 2016]. Also the biomarker
is more expensive, and may be unavailable in resource-limited setting.
Several research groups have compared PEth to self-reported assessments of alcohol
use. Some studies indicate that PEth and self-reported alcohol consumption can show
strong concordance [Hahn et al., 2012, Stewart et al., 2014]. This conclusion is made
based on the assumption that self-reports are valid. Given the possible bias of self-
reported alcohol use, other studies have used PEth as the “gold standard” to validate
the self report. They’ve found considerable disagreement between self-reported alcohol
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consumption and PEth status [Kip et al., 2008, Bajunirwe et al., 2014].
Consequently, self report and biological marker together may provide the basis for a
more accurate estimate of participants’ past alcohol consumption than either does alone,
given the lack of complete agreement between self-report and biological measurement.
This is the reason why simultaneous analysis of self report and biomarker is appealing.
Joint modeling of associated self-reported responses and biological responses is common,
facilitated by development of various statistical methods on joint modeling of associated
outcomes [Catalano, 1997, Li et al., 2016]. On the other hand, less is discussed about
the case where researchers intend to combine biological marker and self report as ex-
planatory variables in the study. For example, When alcohol intake is considered as
the explanatory variable, the common act is to categorize alcohol exposure according
to some cutoffs values of self report and biomarkers [Eyawo et al., 2018, Hahn et al.,
2018]. Such categorization, however, depends on the researchers’ choice of cutoff for two
measurement. Different cutoffs and different levels of categories may affect the study
result, which could be subjective and even misleading.
Beginning in 2011, 447 participants were recruited from the Immune Suppression
Syndrome (ISS) Clinic of the Mbarara Regional Referral Hospital of the Mbarara Uni-
versity of Science and Technology. Study enrollment was conducted from September
2011 to August 2014. Eligibility criteria are adult patient of the Mbarara ISS Clinic
not yet meeting eligibility criteria for ART (i.e., CD4 cell count <350 cells/mm3, World
Health Organization disease stage III or IV, or AIDS defining illness). At baseline and
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follow-up visits every six months, study assessments include alcohol consumption and
CD4 cell count. Demographic information and HIV viral load are also measured at base-
line. Alcohol consumption is assessed using the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test
- Consumption (AUDIT-C) [Bradley et al., 2007]. Due to the inability to accurately mea-
sure alcohol use of self report, a biomarker of alcohol use, phosphatidylethanol (PEth)
is also measured in the study as a direct metabolite of alcohol use that is highly specific
and reasonably sensitive for measuring prior 2-3 weeks alcohol use [Wurst et al., 2015].
The analysis of interest is the association between alcohol consumption and HIV
disease progression measured by CD4 cell count over time, estimated using a linear
mixed effect model adjusted for baseline covariates including demographic variables and
HIV viral load. The summary of variables used in the model is given in Table 1. Instead
of categorizing the alcohol intake based on AUDIT-C or PEth, we will include both two
measurements directly as two time-dependent covariates in the linear mixed model.
There are two major research issues associated with our proposal. First, the correla-
tion between self-report measures and biological marker would induce the multicollinear-
ity in design matrix of linear mixed model. Second, after enrollment and baseline testing,
some patients lost to follow-up or withdraw from the study. Figure 1 reveals the pat-
terns of missing observations in CD4 cell count, AUDIT-C and PEth over the course the
study. First, when a patient miss one visit, measurements of CD4 cell count and alcohol
use are all missing. That is the response and time-varying covariates in our analysis
model have same missing percentages at each visit. Second, patients were lost to follow
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up starting at first follow-up. At first follow-up (6 month), the proportion of missing
value is around 25%, however, this proportion increases as time goes by. But at the end
of the study, some people show up again where the missing proportion is just slightly
higher than that in the first follow-up. This is an indication of the hard work the data
collection team were doing in order to reduce missingness, and due to the importance of
missingness in the last time point. Finally, none of patients attend all follow-up visits.
78 patients attend the baseline visit and final follow-up visit, 77 patients additionally
attend the first follow-up visit, 69 patients also attend the second follow-up.
In sum, models that account for multicollinearity of incomplete longitudinal where
both outcome and time varying covariates are incomplete would be necessary. This is
the motivation and objective of our work.
1.3 Dissertation Narratives
The first difficulty arise in our work is the high correlation between self-report and
biological marker when we include two measurements of alcohol use simultaneously in
the liner mixed model. At baseline, the correlation between AUDIT-C and PEth is 0.68,
which suggests the issue of multicollinearity in the linear mixed model. To settle this
issue, in Chapter 2, we develop a Bayesian shrinkage models for linear mixed model. We
assume a normal-gamma prior on the fixed effects to induce the shrinkage of coefficients
estimation as a remedy to the multicollinearity. We carry out a detailed analysis of
14
Table 1: HIV-infected persons in southwestern Uganda: participants characteristics at
baseline (N=447)
Time-varying Variables Statistics Values
CD4 cell count (log10) Mean(Std) 6.28 (0.37)
Median 6.31
AUDIT-C Score Mean(Std) 2.11(2.8)
Median 1
PEth (log10) Mean(Std) 1.06(1.11)
Median 0.93
Correlation with AUDIT-C 0.68









HIV Virus load (log10) Mean(Std) 3.66(1.04)
Median 3.74
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Figure 1: Aggregation plot of CD4 cell count in log scale, AUDIT-C and PEth over the
course the study
the HIV data using the proposed methodology and our results are generally consistent
with those reported in the literature. In consideration of a large amount of patients fail
to follow up all visit, we restrict the analysis to N = 145 patients who all show up at
6-months, 12-months, and 40-months follow-up.
Second, in view of large amount of missing observations, in Chapter 3, we propose a
two-stage-multiple imputation to account for incomplete responses and incomplete time-
varying covariates in longitudinal or clustered data. We develop two versions of two-stage
multiple imputation by shifting the order of imputing the missing response and missing
time-varying covariates in two stages respectively. We compare the two proposed two-
stage multiple imputation approaches to the existing multiple imputation approaches
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for missing time-varying covariates in a variety of simulation scenarios. To avoid the
multicollinearity problem, we apply the proposed two-stage multiple imputation to the
data example, while only including the PEth as the covariates. A simulation study is set
to evaluate the performance of proposed two-stage multiple imputation approach across
different missingness scenarios.
In Chapter 4, we extend the two-stage multiple imputation to further account the
case where partly-observed covariates are highly correlated. We incorporate the Bayesian
shrinkage prior developed in Chapter 2 into the imputation for the missing highly-
correlated covariates. Simulations of various scenarios are carried out to evaluate the
performance of proposed approach. We illustrate the proposed approach by applying to
the data example.
Finally, in Chapter 5, we conclude with a brief discussion, and point out some inter-
esting extensions for future research. These are the topics that have not been covered
in this dissertation, but raised our attention during our exploration of the fields. One
potential extension focuses on accommodating missing not at random mechanism.
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Chapter 2
Application of Bayesian Shrinkage
Priors in Linear Mixed Effect Model
2.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we propose Bayesian shrinkage priors as remedies to multicollinearity
in linear mixed effect model. Kreft and De Leeuw [1998] showed that multicollinearity
can make the interpretation of model coefficients difficult, especially when dealing with
cross-level interactions. Slight changes in the model led to very different results, with
coefficients for correlated variables changing over models and standard errors changing
even more. Therefore, multicollinearity in linear mixed model must be proceed with
caution.
Remedies to multicollinearity have been discussed extensively in the context of linear
regression, yet less has been said about how to deal with multicollinearity in linear mixed
model. Several authors have discussed the frequentist approach by developing ridge
regression in the framework of linear mixed model. Ridge regression [Hoerl and Kennard,
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1970a,b] is a classical shrinkage approach to overcome the multicollinearity. Eliot et al.
[2011] first integrated ridge regression into the framework of linear mixed model, deriving
the parameter estimates via the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Liu and Hu
[2013] discuss the superiority conditions of ridge estimator over maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) in linear mixed model. Ozkale and Can [2017] also showed the out-
performance of ridge estimator over MLE under the mean squared error (MSE) criterion.
However, ridge regression always contain a data-driven determination of the shrinkage
parameter, for example based on cross-validation [Hoerl and Kennard, 1970a,b]. In linear
mixed models, which parameter estimations requires iterative optimization, including
additional shrinkage parameters will further complicate the algorithm and increase the
computational burden.
Motivated by this, we consider a Bayesian approach to model the correlated covari-
ates in linear mixed model. We propose a Bayesian shrinkage estimator for fixed effects
in linear mixed model to provide a possibility to treat the multicollinearity in linear
mixed effect framework. We assign the normal-gamma prior proposed by Griffin et al.
[2010], which has shown the computational efficiency in linear regression with correlated
design matrix, as well as ability to avoid overshrinkage of large coefficient. Simulation
studies will be conducted to compare the performance of proposed method with that of
MLE under MSE criterion.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.2, we introduce
the background needed for the proposed model. In Section 2.3, we fully develop the
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Bayesian shrinkage mixed estimator by outlining the detailed computational algorithm.
In Section 2.4, a simulation study is carried out to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed approach. In Section 2.5, we illustrate the proposed approach using the motivating
data. We conclude this chapter with some discussion in Section 2.6.
2.2 Methodology
2.2.1 Multicollinearity in linear regression
In linear regression, y = Xβ + ε, for p unknown parameters β = (β1, · · · , βp)′, the
ordinary least square (OLS) estimation β has the form β̂ = (X ′X)−1X ′y. This estimator,
however, is only well-defined when X ′X is nonsingular. When some columns in the
design matrix X are highly correlated or even perfectly correlated, the matrix X ′X
become singular. In the view of such multicollinearity issue, Hoerl and Kennard [1970a]
proposed ridge regression as an ad-hoc fix: replace X ′X by X ′X + kIp, where k is a




The ridge estimator is a member of penalized least squares (PLS), which is derived
from minimization of a penalized sum of squares [Frank and Friedman, 1993, Fan and
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Li, 2001]:
min||y −Xβ||2 + k||β||2 (2.2)
where ||β||2 is a shrinkage penalty, and the penalty parameter k has the effect of shrinking
the estimates of β towards zero.
By adopting a Bayesian perspective, we interpret the linear regression y = Xβ+ ε as
a conditional distribution of y, such as y|β, σ ∼ N(Xβ, σ2I), if we assume ε ∼ N(0, σ2I).
Additionally, suitable priors would be assumed for β and σ [Gelman et al., 2013]. For
example, by assuming β ∼ N(0, τ 2I), we can derive the posterior distribution of β by
Bayes theorem as β|y, σ ∼ N ((X ′X + kI)−1X ′y, σ2(X ′X + kI)−1) with k = σ2
τ2
. Hence,
the posterior mean coincide with the ridge estimator derived in equation (2.1) [Lindley
and Smith, 1972].
In a generic form, inference on β can be regularized by specifying appropriate in-
formative priors p(β|τ), where the hyperparameters τ includes parameters controlling
shrinkage. p(τ) may be defined hierarchically with the aim to encourage shrinkage on β.
The relationship to frequentist regularization via penalized inference is seen if τ is fixed
with some plug-in values.
2.2.2 Bayesian Gaussian Shrinkage Priors
To induce the shrinkage on coefficients in the Bayesian framework, conditional Gaussian
priors βi ∼ N(0, τi), i = 1, · · · , p for each element in β is a common choice. Suitable
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hyperpriors on τi would induce non-Gaussian marginal priors of βi, enforcing desired
shrinkage properties. The framework of conditionally Gaussian priors facilitates full
Bayesian Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference: for Gaussian regression models,
full conditional for all regression coefficients are Gaussian, leading to the Gibbs sampler.
Different prior assumptions for τ 2i would induce different marginal distribution of
βi, leading to different shrinkage effect. For example, if τ
2
i follows an inverse gamma
distribution, βi marginally follows a scaled t-distribution [Fahrmeir et al., 2010]; if τ
2
i
follows an exponential distribution, βi instead marginally follows a double exponential
distribution [Andrews and Mallows, 1974]. Griffin et al. [2010] developed a generalization
of the double exponential priors by proposing the normal-gamma priors. They showed
that the normal-gamma prior is a natural extension of double exponential prior, inducing
a wide range of shrinkage behavior. The normal gamma prior is given by:




where λ is the shape parameter, and 1
2γ2
is the rate parameter. The choice of λ and φ
plays an information role in estimation. Griffin et al. [2010] assume λ ∼ exp(1) to induce
a Bayesian Lasso. And the prior for γ conditional on λ is given by 2λγ2 ∼ IG(2,M),








2.2.3 Linear mixed model
Linear mixed model is an extension of linear regression, by including both fixed and
random effects as predictor variables [Laird and Ware, 1982, Jennrich and Schluchter,
1986, Laird et al., 1987, Lindstrom and Bates, 1988, Searle et al., 2009]. Let yi denote
an ni vector of responses for sample unit i, i = 1, 2, . . . , n. The model for the yi is
yi = Xiβ + Zibi + εi (2.4)
where Xi(ni × p) and Zi(ni × q) are known covariate matrices, β is a p-dimensional
vector of regression coefficients common to all units, and bi is a q-dimensional vector of
coefficients specific to unit i. β and bi are called “fixed effects” and “random effects” re-
spectively. We assume that random effects are distributed as bi ∼ N(0, ψ) independently
for i = 1, . . . , n, and ni rows of εi are independently distributed as N(0, σ
2).
let Y,X and Z be appropriately defined matrices representing the concatenation of
the corresponding variables over all individual i, and V = var(y) = ZψZ + σ2I. The
maximum likelihood estimator of β can be represented as β̂ = (X ′V −1X)−1X ′V −1y,
with conditional distribution as g(β̂|β) = N (β, (X ′V −1X)−1).
2.3 Bayesian Shrinkage Mixed Estimator
In view of flexible shrinkage effect of normal-gamma prior, we extend it to the framework
of linear mixed model. To our knowledge, so far there has been no discussion about the
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extension of normal-gamma prior to linear mixed model specifically with multi-collinear
design matrix. We’ll first adapt the algorithms to the mixed effect structure, and use the
simulations to assess the performance of this prior on multicollinearity in next section.
2.3.1 Normal-gamma prior for fixed effect
In the framework of linear mixed model, we assume a normal-gamma prior for fixed
effect β. To facilitate the analysis, we assume the covariance matrix of random effect bi
is ψ = σ2bIq. Prior distributions on all unknown parameters as follows induced by Bayes
theorem:




λ ∼ exp(aλ), 2λγ2 ∼ IG(2,M), (2.6)
σ ∼ flat prior, σu ∼ flat prior. (2.7)
The flat prior for variance components in linear mixed model is assumed to be a
uniform distribution (0, 100) within scope of this analysis. The posterior distribution of
the parameters can be simulated using a Gibbs sampler with an additional Metropolis -
Hastings update. The full conditionals used in the updating steps are given below:
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Updating β The full conditional distribution of β follow a normal distribution with







, · · · , 1
Φp
)
Updating σ2 and σ2b
The full conditional distribution of σ2 is IG(c, d), with c = n
2
and d = (y − Xβ −
















Updating λ and γ







In terms of shape parameter, let π(λ) be the density function of exp(aλ), then the full









which need to be updated using a Metropolis-Hastings random walk update on logλ.
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Updating bi
The full conditional distribution of random effect bi is a normal distribution (b̃i, Ui),





)−1, b̃i = UiZ
T
i (yi −Xiβ)/σ2.
The choice of λ plays an important role in estimation. It is showed that, in the
setting of (multiple) linear regression, smaller λ will lead to larger shrinkage [Griffin
et al., 2010], with the amount of shrinkage is also related to size of β and value of σ.
2.3.2 Shrinkage for multicollinearity
The motivation of imposing a normal-gamma prior distribution is that such Bayesian
estimation can lead to shrinkage of regression estimator, where shrinkage is an efficient
way to deal with multicollinearity. The multicollinearity would cause the variance in-
flation, while the appropriate shrinkage would be able to decrease the variance while
increase the bias at the same time. Suppose that the error variance σ2 and random vari-
ance matrix ψ are known in model (2.4), by extending the result of Griffin et al. [2010],
we are able to express the posterior expectation and variance for fixed effect coefficients






V [β|β̂] = σ2(X ′V −1X)−1 − σ4(X ′V −1X)−1W (β̂)(X ′V −1X)−1, (2.9)
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where the marginal distribution of β̂ is h(β̂) =
∫
g(β̂|β)π(β)dβ, S(β) = σ2(X ′V −1X)−1R(β̂)
whereR(x) is a diagonal matrix withRii(x) = − 1xi
∂
∂xi





Equations (2.8) indicates the posterior expectation and variance of fixed effect coefficient
β are matrix-shrunken versions of those of the maximum likelihood estimator. Hence-
forth, by imposing a normal-gamma prior on β, called as “ Bayesian shrinkage mixed
estimator (BSME)”, we expect a smaller mean squared error (MSE) for this newly-
developed estimator compared with that of maximum likelihood estimator. Simulation
studies would be conducted to examine the performance for newly proposed method.
2.4 Simulations
The goals of the simulation are twofold. First, we aim to compare the effect of aλ
in equation (2.6) on the performance of Bayesian shrinkage mixed estimator (BSME).
More importantly, we wish to compare the performance of maximum likelihood estimator
(MLE), ridge regression in linear mixed effect model (RR), and Bayesian shrinkage mixed
estimator (BSME) across various scenarios.
We generate two correlated covariate using the following device which is able to
achieve different collinearity [McDonald and Galarneau, 1975]:
xij = (1− ϕ2)1/2zij + ϕzi3, i = 1, 2, · · · , n, j = 1, 2 (2.10)
where zi1, zi2, zi3 are independent standard normal pseudo-random numbers, and ϕ
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is specified so that the correlation between any two explanatory variables is given by ϕ2.
The response is generated through:
yij = (β0 + bi) + β1xi1 + β2xi2 + eij (2.11)
where bi and eij are independent normal random numbers with mean being 0 and
variance being 1 respectively. For simplicity, β0, β1, β2 are set as (1, 1, 1). We perform a
set of simulations for different combinations of data generation models. First, we vary
ϕ to alter the degree of correlation. We consider scenarios with slightly high (ϕ2 = 0.6),
high (ϕ2 = 0.8), and extremely high (ϕ2 = 0.99) correlations. Second, we vary the sample
size to small (n=100) and medium (n=500) samples. In each scenario, 1000 datasets
are generated. The target parameters β0, β1, β2 are estimated from each dataset. For
each parameter, βi, i = 0, 1, 2, its estimator β̂i and estimated standard error se(β̂i), we
calculate the percentage bias: ( β̂i−βi
βi
) ∗ 100% = biasi
βi
∗ 100%; the mean squared error
(MSE): bias2i + se(β̂i)
2, and 95% credible interval for Bayesian approach, and confident
interval for maximum likelihood approach. Then the mean of percentage bias, mean
of MSE, mean of credible (confidence) interval width, and coverage rate are reported,
with coverage rate is given by the percentage of the 1000 datasets for which the credible
(confidence) interval contained the true value of βi.
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2.4.1 Simulation Results
Table 2 shows the performance of BSME for different mean of prior exponential assigned
on λ with different level of correlation. Generally, for every value of aλ, estimates
obtained across all three levels correlation have relatively small bias and credible intervals
achieve nominal coverage. Furthermore, the magnitude of MSE and credible interval
increase as the correlation increase for coefficient β1 and β2. The MSE and credible
interval width are worst in scenario with extremely high correlation 0.99 across all values
of aλ (MSE between 0.912 and 1.271 compared with 0.099 to 0.124 with slightly high
correlation 0.6, credible interval width between 3.133 and 3.563 compared with 0.944
and 0.963). On the other hand, correlation levels do not have significant effect on β0 in
terms of MSE and credible interval width. This is because β0 represents the intercept,
which can be ignored if all covariates standardized. In a summary, a small value of aλ
such as 0.1 would help to achieve relatively small MSE and credible interval width.
Table 3 shows detailed results for the BSME, MLE and RR across every scenarios
with aλ being 1. The performances for other values of aλ present similar patterns and
thus are not present here. Full simulation results could be found in Tables 11, 12
and 13 in appendix. First, the performance of BSME and MLE have similar pattern
across all scenarios. With different levels of correlations and different samples sizes, the
estimated percentage bias is small, between 0.4% and 3.1% and credible (confidence)
interval achieve nominal coverage between 92% and 98%. The magnitude of the MSE
and width of credible (confidence) intervals both increase as the level of correlation
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increase. The larger sample size lead to smaller MSE and shorter credible interval
width. However, the ridge regression (RR) produces larger percentage bias (as high
as 13.99%) especially in the case of small sample size. Such large bias lead to poor
confidence interval coverage rate (much lower than nominal coverage rate), although
the MSE and confidence interval width calculated from RR are smaller than those from
other two approaches. This suggests that, the ridge regression is an efficient way to
reduce the variance of regression coefficients estimates, but fails to produce reasonable
bias.
Notably, the traditional MLE approach yield large MSE with extremely high cor-
relation. The MSE of MLE is worst in scenarios with high correlation 0.99 and small
sample size 100 (MSE are 3.280 and 3.284 for β1 and β2). Wider credible interval are
also observed for MLE approach with high correlation (as high as 4.9 with sample size
100, and 2.2 with sample size 500). Hence, solely as a result of the behavior of the regres-
sion coefficient estimator, the traditional MLE approach, yield poor MSE and credible
interval width when the multicollinearity is severe. Furthermore, the ridge regression in
linear mixed mode is able to yield small MSE by reducing the variance of coefficients
estimates. However, in views of large bias and lower-than-nominal-rate confidence in-
terval coverage, the ridge regression still remain questionable as an efficient remedy to
multicollinearity. The proposed BMSE has notably reduced MSE compared with MLE
across three levels of correlations. Especially with sample size 100 and correlation 0.99,
the MSE produced by BSME is around 0.92, compared with 3.28 produced by MLE.
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The proposed approach also result in shorter credible intervals.
In a conclusion, the proposed BMSE is able to to reduce the MSE caused by the
multicollinearity, at the same time yielding small bias. The outperformance of BMSE is
notable when the sample size is small or the correlation is high.
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Table 2: Results from simulation study. Percentage bias (Bias %), MSE, 95% credible
interval coverage (Cov), and 95% credible interval width (CI width) from different values
of expected value of λ, aλ
aλ Bias (%) MSE Cov CI Width
ϕ2 0.6 0.8 0.99 0.6 0.8 0.99 0.6 0.8 0.99 0.6 0.8 0.99
0.1 β0 -3.1 -0.8 -1.2 0.051 0.069 0.060 0.99 0.92 0.96 0.695 0.694 0.691
β1 1.4 0.4 -1.1 0.109 0.161 0.923 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.960 1.129 3.137
β2 -4.0 -0.7 -0.9 0.102 0.158 0.923 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.957 1.133 3.136
0.2 β0 -2.3 -0.5 -2.4 0.057 0.075 0.062 0.95 0.93 0.95 0.691 0.696 0.691
β1 -0.6 -0.2 1.8 0.106 0.155 1.253 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.953 1.129 3.563
β2 1.6 -3.0 -3.4 0.113 0.150 1.271 0.94 0.96 0.95 0.957 1.133 3.565
0.3 β0 -3.3 -5.2 -2.8 0.063 0.059 0.064 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.698 0.696 0.693
β1 0.6 0.6 -1.8 0.121 0.162 1.167 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.958 1.130 3.476
β2 0.1 -2.2 1.0 0.113 0.152 1.169 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.962 1.130 3.477
0.4 β0 -2.8 2.8 -1.9 0.064 0.065 0.066 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.687 0.686 0.692
β1 -0.3 0.6 -2.2 0.124 0.144 1.104 0.93 0.99 0.98 0.946 1.128 3.402
β2 -2.5 -3.9 0.7 0.113 0.152 1.100 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.948 1.130 3.403
0.5 β0 -3.5 -2.6 -1.9 0.061 0.065 0.063 0.96 0.93 0.95 0.697 0.691 0.692
β1 1.5 -3.6 -2.5 0.118 0.154 1.020 0.98 0.96 0.97 0.960 1.118 3.334
β2 -3.0 -0.7 1.6 0.105 0.144 1.023 0.97 0.96 0.97 0.963 1.120 3.333
0.6 β0 -2.5 -2.7 -3.8 0.063 0.056 0.062 0.94 0.99 0.95 0.691 0.694 0.689
β1 -1.5 -1.8 -3.0 0.106 0.167 0.995 0.99 0.97 0.96 0.952 1.121 3.268
β2 -5.7 1.3 0.3 0.123 0.155 0.983 0.94 0.97 0.96 0.954 1.124 3.270
0.7 β0 0.9 -0.2 -3.2 0.057 0.062 0.064 0.97 0.96 0.94 0.696 0.695 0.689
β1 -0.7 -2.8 1.1 0.113 0.182 0.967 0.98 0.92 0.98 0.944 1.121 3.232
β2 -3.2 1.3 -2.9 0.112 0.163 0.964 0.96 0.96 0.98 0.944 1.125 3.233
0.8 β0 0.0 -0.2 -1.9 0.065 0.058 0.061 0.95 0.99 0.95 0.700 0.693 0.690
β1 4.8 -0.9 -7.2 0.123 0.158 0.924 0.92 0.96 0.97 0.948 1.114 3.191
β2 -6.5 2.1 4.9 0.107 0.155 0.925 0.98 0.94 0.96 0.952 1.113 3.192
0.9 β0 -3.9 -2.9 -3.2 0.059 0.066 0.061 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.689 0.686 0.693
β1 0.2 -0.9 -1.0 0.115 0.162 0.912 0.96 0.96 0.94 0.948 1.112 3.159
β2 -2.1 -0.7 -0.9 0.111 0.151 0.923 0.95 0.98 0.96 0.948 1.113 3.160
1 β0 -3.5 -0.6 -3.1 0.072 0.060 0.060 0.91 0.96 0.97 0.690 0.688 0.690
β1 -0.3 -0.9 0.3 0.120 0.153 0.924 0.95 0.95 0.97 0.950 1.111 3.134
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The purpose of the HIV data study was to evaluate the relationship between CD4 cell
count and alcohol use. Over the course of study, about two-third (67%) participants
graduate from the cohort due to ART initiation, or lost to follow-up, or withdraw from
the study. The treatment of incomplete data in these set-up would be the topic of
Chapter 4. Thus we will restrict the analysis in this chapter to n = 145 patients who
all show up at 6-months, 12-months, and 40-months follow-up. At baseline, the average
CD4 cell count in log scale is 6.370, the average AUDIT-C score is 1.731, the average
PEth level is 0.89, and the correlation between AUDIT-C and PEth level is 0.64.
Figure 2 suggest a decline in CD4 cell count during the study. To examine whether
alcohol use is associated with such decline, we fit a linear mixed model by including
time-varying AUDIT-C and PEth as the main explanatory variables, in addition to
some time-independent baseline covariates such as age, sex, religion, and HIV viral load.
In view of the correlation between self-report measures and biological marker, we apply
the propose Bayesian shrinkage mixed estimation approach, and compare the results
with those derived from maximum likelihood estimation approach. We also rerun the
analysis by using alternative measures of alcohol consumption, such as AUDIT-C alone
and PEth alone.
The resulting point estimates, together with the corresponding standard deviations
and 95% credible interval for the regression coefficients are displayed in the Table 5. All
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Table 4: HIV-infected persons in southwestern Uganda: participants characteristics at
baseline (N=145)
Variable Statistics Value








Viral Load (log10) Mean (Std) 3.422 (1.07)
Median 3.619
CD4 cell count (log10) Mean (Std) 6.370 (0.31)
Median 6.407
AUDIT-C score Mean (Std) 1.731 (2.72)
Median 0.000
PEth level (log10) Mean (Std) 0.892 (1.09)
Median 0.041
Correlation with AUDIT-C 0.64
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Figure 2: Average CD4 cell count in log scale for available cases
models show decline in CD4 cell count over time. The BSME approach shows a negative
relationship between AUDIT-C and CD4 cell count, as well as between PEth and CD4
cell count. This suggests that higher alcohol consumption will lead the decline in CD4 cell
count, although this relationship is not significant (95% credible interval of AUDIT-C : -
0.016 to 0.024; 95% credible interval of PEth : -0.045 to 0.051). The separate models also
suggest a insignificant negative association between alcohol consumption and CD4 cell
count (95% confidence interval of AUDIT-C : -0.016 to 0.013; 95% confidence interval
of PEth : -0.046 to 0.029). However, the MLE approach shows that the discordant
impacts of PEth and AUDIT-C (Estimated coefficient of AUDIT-C is 0.0001, estimated
coefficient of PEth is -0.009). This disagreement in the relationship between alcohol
consumption and CD4 cell count may be just caused by high correlation between AUDIT-
C and PEth, which distort the sign of estimated coefficient. For other covariates, all
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Table 5: Application to the HIV data: Estimated coefficients obtained by fitting lin-
ear mixed model, using maximum likelihood estimation and Bayesian shrinkage mixed
estimation to incorporate related AUDIT-C and PEth
Est Std 95% CI Est Std 95% CI
Joint Analysis MLE BSME
Intercept 6.798 0.125 (6.555, 7.041) 6.718 0.138 (6.441, 6.980)
time -0.007 0.001 (-0.009, -0.005) -0.006 0.008 (-0.023, 0.010)
AUDIT-C 0.0001 0.009 (-0.016, 0.017) -0.004 0.010 (-0.016, 0.024)
PEth -0.009 0.021 (-0.051, 0.033) -0.003 0.025 (-0.045, 0.051)
age -0.002 0.002 (-0.006, 0.002) -0.002 0.002 (-0.007, 0.002)
religion -0.039 0.023 (-0.084, 0.007) -0.035 0.025 (-0.084, 0.014)
sex -0.035 0.046 (-0.124, 0.054) -0.041 0.048 (-0.133, 0.053)
viral load -0.074 0.021 (-0.115, -0.034) -0.052 0.022 (-0.094, -0.009)
Separate Analysis MLE MLE
Intercept 6.800 0.125 (6.558, 7.043) 6.798 0.124 (6.557, 7.041)
time -0.007 0.001 (-0.008, -0.005) -0.007 0.001 (-0.009, -0.005)
AUDIT-C -0.002 0.008 (-0.016, 0.013) - - -
PEth - - - -0.009 0.019 (-0.046, 0.029)
age -0.002 0.002 (-0.006, 0.002) -0.002 0.002 (-0.006, 0.002)
religion -0.037 0.023 (-0.082, 0.008) -0.039 0.024 (-0.084, 0.007)
sex -0.038 0.046 (-0.126, 0.051) -0.035 0.046 (-0.124, 0.054)
viral load -0.075 0.020 (-0.115, -0.034) -0.074 0.020 (-0.115, -0.034)
approaches yield similar results, all suggesting a statistically significant relationship
between HIV viral load and CD4 cell count, whereas no significant difference in age,
religion, and gender. It must be noted, that the small sample size may have an impact
on the confidence intervals and efficiency of the estimation.
In sum, we find that the alcohol consumption has a negative impact on CD4 cell
count, where such impact is not significantly significant. This finding is consistent with
several studies [Weiser et al., 2014, Cagle et al., 2017, Hahn et al., 2018].
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2.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we consider longitudinal data with highly-related covariates. This prob-
lem will arise when multiple measurements of same construct are simultaneously included
in the analysis as explanatory variables, such as self-reports and biomarkers. The exist-
ing statistical models of longitudinal data such as linear mixed model generally require
independent or approximately-independent covariates. The traditional maximum likeli-
hood estimation (MLE) of coefficients may be misleading when covariates are related.
In this chapter, we consider a Bayesian perspective, proposing the Bayesian shrinkage
mixed estimation (BSME) to deal with the highly-correlated covariates in linear mixed
model.
Simulations demonstrate that the proposed approach perform well with small per-
centage bias, small MSE, and confidence intervals that achieve nominal coverage across
all scenarios studied. In scenarios with high correlation and/or small sample size, the
proposed approach is clearly preferable to traditional maximum likelihood estimation
approach.
The proposed Bayesian shrinkage mixed estimation approach facilitates the analysis
intending to include both self-reported and biomarker measurement directly as explana-
tory variables. We apply the proposed approach to data example which examines the
impact of alcohol use on CD4 cell count, where alcohol consumption is measured by
both self-report and biomarker. It is shown that both self-report and biological marker
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of alcohol intake have a negative impact on CD4 cell count, although such impacts are
not statistically significant.
While the simulation studies report excellent performance of proposed approach, we
omit subjects with missing observations when we apply the proposed method to the data
example. This is called complete case analysis (CCA), which may yield biased estimates
because the complete case can be unrepresentative of the full population. Also, it can
result in a very substantial loss of information by deleting all case with missing value,
and this gives an impact on reduced statistical precision and power. In view of this, we
are going to develop models which can also account for missing observations in following
chapters.
The proposed approach can be also applied to a broad variety of studies where both
self-reported instruments and biological markers of the behavior of interest are recorded,
such as smoking, dietary intake, and sexual activity. In addition, the proposed approach
can be applied in studies where multiple biological markers are collected and the impacts
of those biomarkers are of interest.
Future work could include consideration and comparisons of more shrinkage priors
for Bayesian shrinkage estimation and inferences in linear mixed models. Additionally,
the assessment of proposed approach in the generalized linear mixed model rather than
linear mixed model would also be of interest, when the primary outcome in the analysis
is binary or categorical variable.
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Last, the proposed approach in this chapter assume the data is fully observed. How-
ever, this assumption is usually not satisfied in the reality. Henceforth, in next two
chapters, we will take the incomplete data into accounts.
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Chapter 3
Application of Two-stage Multiple




In this chapter, we propose two-stage multiple imputation to accommodate missing re-
sponse and missing time-varying covariates in longitudinal or clustered data. In practice,
missing covariates arise in longitudinal studies when patients fail to show up during the
follow-up. In such cases, all time-dependent variables including time-dependent response
and time-dependent covariates would be missing.
Multiple imputation (MI) is a popular method for analyzing incomplete datasets
[Rubin, 1996, Schafer, 1997a, Rubin, 2004], which generates a number of “completed”
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datasets by filling in missing values from an appropriate predictive distribution, condi-
tional on the observed data. The substantive model of interest is then fitted to each of
imputed datasets, and the results are combined for a final inference using Rubin’s rule
[Rubin, 2004].
In light of missing covariates in longitudinal study, Schafer [1997b] and Schafer and
Yucel [2002] proposed the multivariate mixed effect model as the imputation model for
both missing response and missing time-varying covariates. This “multivariate multiple
imputation ” provides a convenient way to impute any missing time-varying variables in
longitudinal data, regardless of being a response or covariates.
The drawbacks of “multivariate multiple imputation” is that it assumes a univariate
linear mixed model for each incomplete variable given other incomplete variables. How-
ever, this may be undesirable because researchers may prefer different imputation models
for different types of variables in the data. In such cases, two-stage multiple imputation
give an excellent way to handle both missing response and missing covariates flexibly. To
this end, we propose two-stage multiple imputation to accommodate the partly-observed
response and partly-observed time-dependent covariates simultaneously.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we introduce
the backgrounds needed for the proposed approach. In Section 3.3, we fully explained
the imputation models and computational algorithms of proposed two-stage multiple
imputation. In Section 3.4, a simulation study is conducted to compare the performance
of the proposed approach with existing approach. In Section 3.5, we illustrate the
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proposed approach using the motivating data. We conclude this chapter with some
discussion in Section 3.6.
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Missing Data Mechanism
Denote the complete data as Ycom, which can be partitioned as Yobs and Ymis, repre-
senting the observed and missing parts of data respectively. The distribution of Ycom is
characterized by parameters θ, such that P (Ycom|θ). In practice, θ is the parameter of
interest, and in complete data one can estimate it using maximum likelihood or Bayesian
procedures. Let R be an array of the same size as Ycom, where its value would be 0 for
corresponding element of Yobs and 1 for Ymis. We refer to R as the missingness, and
its distribution, P (R|Ycom, φ), as missingness mechanism, where φ are the parameters
of the R distribution. Based on the work of Rubin [1976], Little and Rubin [2019],
missingness mechanism can be categorized as missing completely at random (MCAR),
missing at random (MAR), and missing not at random (MNAR). When the missingness
is not related to any other variables in the data, such that P (R|Ycom, φ) = P (R|φ), the
missingness is categorized as MCAR. One example of MCAR might occurs when the
blood sample is damaged in the lab. When the missingness is related to other fully-
observed variables measured in the data, P (R|Ycom, φ) = P (R|Yobs, φ), MAR holds. A
simple example of MAR is a survey where subjects over a certain age refuse to answer
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a particular survey question and age is an observed covariate. While if neither of the
above two cases hold, the missingness is relevant to levels of the missing variables, the
missingness is called MNAR. For example, when subjects who have higher incomes are
more likely to refuse to report the income in the survey, the income variable is MNAR.
The missingness is considered as random variable, and therefore need to be jointly
modeled with the observed data. The joint model for the complete data and missingness
can be expressed as
P (Ycom, R, θ, φ) = P (Ycom|θ)P (R|Ycom, φ)P (θ, φ).
If prior distributions for θ and φ are independent, such as P (θ, φ) = P (θ)P (φ), and
the MAR assumption holds, we refer the missingness mechanism as ignorable since the
distribution of R can be ignored when making likelihood-based or Bayesian inference
about θ.
The predictive distribution of Ymis given observed values Yobs and R is given in general
by
P (Ymis|Yobs, R) ∝
∫ ∫
P (Ycom|θ)P (R|Ycom, φ)P (θ, φ)dθdφ.
Under ignorability assumption, the predictive distribution for Ymis would be reduced
to P (Ymis|Yobs), which acts as the imputation model in multiple imputation.
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3.2.2 Two-stage Multiple Imputation
Multiple imputation (MI) [Rubin, 1996, Schafer, 1997a, Rubin, 2004, Harel and Zhou,
2007] is a widely-used approach to deal with incomplete data in practice. MI replaces
each missing value by M > 1 plausible values, resulting in M complete datasets.
Two-stage multiple imputation [Harel, 2009, Rubin, 2003, Reiter and Raghunathan,
2007] involves generating imputations through a two-step process to account for two dif-
ferent types of missing values. For example, missing responses and missing covariates. If
the missing data are of two different types, it may be beneficial to treat them differently.
The general idea of two-stage multiple imputation is to impute one type of missing
values M times. Then for each of the M imputed datasets, impute the other type of
missing values N times, treating the imputations for the first type of missing values as
fixed. Henceforth, this yields MN complete imputed datasets.





One can imagine an extended indicator random variable R+ such that R+ is 0 for ele-
ments of Yobs, 1 for Y
A
mis, and 2 for Y
B
mis. Then to carry out two-stage multiple imputation,
we first draw M values of Y Amis from
Y
A(j)
mis ∼ P (Y Amis|Yobs, R+),
and then given each Y
A(j)










Under some ignorability condition [Harel and Schafer, 2009], the predictive distribu-
tions can be reduced to Y
A(j)
mis ∼ P (Y Amis|Yobs) and Y
B(j,k)





After imputing the missing values and analyzing MN complete datasets, results are
combined following Shen’s rules [Shen, 2000]. Let Q be the measure of interest, and
U its variance. For each of the MN complete datasets, we obtain estimate of Q and
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3.3 Multiple Imputation for Missing Covariates in
Linear Mixed Model
Suppose we have a sample of l individuals, where each individual i have t measurements.
This is a simple representation for longitudinal data where t represent time. However,
this also can be set as clustered data where t represent the clusters. Here, we will
consider t as time. For individual i, let yi = (yi1, · · · , yit)T be a (t × 1) vector of
response of interest. A total of q + q∗ time-varying covariates are measured for each
of l individuals throughout the study. For the first q covariates, missing values occur
for each covariates at some time points for some individual, whereas for remaining q∗
covariates each covariate is fully observed for each individual at each time point. Let
Zi = (zijk) be a t × q covariate matrix containing q incompletely observed covariates
(each column vector contains at least one missing value). Let Xi = (xijk) be a t × q∗
covariate matrix containing q∗ completely observed covariates. In addition, assume all
time-independent covariates are completely-observed.
If all time-varying variables (yi, Zi, Xi) are complete, a linear mixed model is assumed
for the analysis model as follows:
yi = (1, Zi, Xi)βi + ei, (3.1)
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βi = (1, Ai)β + ui.
Where ei is a (t× 1) vector of random intra-individual errors, βi is a (s× 1) vector
with s = 1 + q + q∗. β is a (k × 1) vector of fixed effect with k = p+ 1, Ai is an (s× p)
matrix incorporating time-independent covariates, ui is an (s × 1) vector of random
effects associated with individual i. We assume that each element in ei independently
follows a normal distributionN(0, σ2), and ui is distributed asNs(0,Ω). Without missing
observations, unknown parameters (β, σ,Ω) can be estimated via Maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE).
When both yi and Zi are partly observed, we can consider multiple imputation for
missing observations. Generally, multiple imputation imputes missing response and
time-varying covariates based on appropriate imputation model, and then use the im-
puted datasets to fit the analysis model (equation 3.1). We first review the imputation
model used in multivariate multiple imputation (multivariate MI) proposed by Schafer
[1997b] in section 3.1. Then we discuss the imputation model for two-stage multiple im-
putation proposed in section 3.2. Within the scope of this work, we restrict the analysis
with single incomplete response and multiple incomplete time-varying covariates.
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3.3.1 Multivariate Multiple Imputation
Schafer proposed a multivariate mixed effects [Schafer, 1997b, Schafer and Yucel, 2002]
model as the imputation model for missing response and time-dependent covariates in
longitudinal setting. In principle, the multivariate mixed effects model is an extension
of univariate mixed effect model, assuming multiple outcomes are of interest. When
applied as the imputation model, the multivariate mixed effect model will include all
time-variables which are partly-observed as outcomes needed of imputation. That is,
both incomplete response and time-varying covariates would be on the left side of the
equation. Specifically, under the same notation for analysis model (equation 3.1), the
imputation model is given by:
(Yi, Zi) = (1, Xi)αi + ci, (3.2)
αi = (1, Ai)α + di,
where (Yi, Zi) is a (t × r) matrix with r = 1 + q of all variables for imputation, αi
is a ((1 + q∗)× r) matrix, α is a (k × r) matrix of fixed effect, ci is a t × r matrix of
individual error, and di is a ((1 + q
∗)× r) random effect matrix. vec(ci) is assumed to
distribute normally with mean being 0 and variance being Σc, vec(di) is also assumed
to follow a normal distribution with mean being 0 and variance being Σd.
It is noted that the model (equation 3.2) is merely used to impute missing values.
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The interpretation of its parameters (α,Σc,Σd) is not of interest. The estimation of
these parameters rely on MCMC algorithm which described in details in [Schafer and
Yucel, 2002]. The R package “pan” [Zhao and Schafer, 2018] make it easy to implement
multivariate multiple imputation.
Multivariate multiple imputation provides a convenient way to account for missing
response and missing covariates simultaneously. It assumes a univariate linear mixed
effect model for each column in the left side of equation (3.2) given other column. How-
ever, it is likely in practice that the relationship between some incomplete variables and
fully-observed variables is nonlinear. For example, given a data of a binary outcome and
continuous covariates, one would assume the nonlinear model for the incomplete out-
come and linear model for incomplete covariates. In that case a simultaneous imputation
model would be inappropriate. Further, the approach assumes the same missingness
mechanism for all partly-observed variables, which may lead to misleading results when
missing values in multiple variables are caused by different reasons.
3.3.2 Two-stage Multiple Imputation
The limitation of multivariate multiple imputation approach motivates us to propose
two-stage multiple imputation approaches which are described in the following sections.
In principle, the response yi and time-varying covariates Xi in the analysis model (equa-
tion 3.1) are considered as two types of data. Thus we are going to impute them
separately in two stages. The imputation model for Xi is referred to as covariate model,
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whereas imputation model for yi is referred to as the response model.
The benefit of two-stage multiple imputation over multivariate multiple imputation
is that covariate model and response model could be tailored according to the research
interest and data characteristic. For example, researchers can include different sets of
predictors in the two imputation models, or can assume a linear model for covariate
model while a nonlinear model for response imputation model. Further, it is often the
case that missing proportions of response and covariates are different. The variables
that have more observed values will contain more information which would be useful to
impute the missing values. Thus two-stage multiple imputation in this case is benefi-
cial by imputing such variables which has lower missing percentages in the first stage.
Last, proposed approaches also facilitate imputation when covariates and response sub-
ject to different missing mechanisms. This can be done, for example, by simulating
non-ignorable missing observations in the first stage and ignorable missing values in
the second stage, which may help simplify the imputation model and thus release the
computational complexity usually associated with non-ignorable imputation.
There are two alternatives ways to implement two-stage MI which the order of im-
putation differs: we denote the approach which imputes the covariates first as “ two-




Denote y = (y1, · · · , yl), X = (X1, · · · , Xl), Z = (Z1, · · · , Zl). Suppose we impute the
missing covariates in the first stage, and missing response in the second stage given the
imputed value of missing covariates. That is, we first assume a conditional distribution
for the incompletely observed covariates given the completely observed covariates (Z|X),
which is the covariate model. Then we assume a conditional distribution (y|X,Z) as the
response model.
In the longitudinal data setting, imputation models in each of two stages are given
by:
• imputation model at first stage (covariate model):
Zi = (1, Xi)Bi + εi (3.3)
Bi = (1, A
∗
i )B + Vi
• imputation model at second stage (response model):
yi = (1, Zi, Xi)βi + ei
βi = (1, Ai)β + ui
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where Bi is a (q
∗ + 1) × q matrix, A∗i is a (q∗ + 1) × p∗ matrix incorporating time-
independent covariates, B is a p∗ × q matrix of fixed parameters, εi is a t × q matrix
which each of m rows is independently distributed as Nq(0,Σε) and Vi is a q
∗×q random
matrix, distributed as vec(Vi) ∼ Nq∗×q(0,Ψ) independently for i = 1, · · · , l.
Denote yi = (yi,obs, yi,mis) and Zi = (Zi,obs, Zi,mis). The implementation of two-stage-
covariates-response is generally given by:
• imputation at first stage:
drawing m independent samples Z
(1)
i,mis, · · · , Z
(M)
i,mis from P (Zi,mis|Zi,obs, Xi)
• imputation at second stage:
given each Z
(k)
i,mis, k = 1, · · · ,M , drawing y
(k,1)
i,mis, · · · , y
(k,N)
i,mis from
P (yi,mis|yi,obs, Zi,obs, Z(k)i,mis, Xi).
Gibbs sampler is used to draw values from the multidimensional distribution P (Zi,mis|Zi,obs, Xi)
and P (yi,mis|yi,obs, Zi,obs, Z(j)i,mis, Xi). Let Zobs = (Z1,obs, · · · , Zl,obs), Zmis = (Z1,mis, · · · , Zl,mis),
V = (vec(V1), · · · , vec(Vl))T . Denote the collection of all unknown parameters in covari-
ate model as θz = (B,Σε,Ψ). The prior distributions for θz are assumed as:




where W−1(·) denotes the inverted Wishart distribution. In choosing the hyperpa-
rameters, we may consider γ−11 Λ
−1




2 as a prior guess
for Ψ. Under these priors, we can apply the Bayes theorem to obtain the posterior
distributions for θz, Vi, Zi,mis:
Updating B
The posterior distribution of B is a multivariate normal with mean being B̂, and














W Ti (Zi −
(1, Xi)Vi), Wi = (1, Xi)(1, A
∗
i ).
Updating Ψ and Σε












where ε̂i = Zi −WiB̂ − (1, Xi)∗Vi, i = 1, · · · , l.
Updating vec(Vi)
The full conditional distribution of stacked columns vec(Vi) follows a multivariate
normal distribution (vec(V̂i), Di), where vec(V̂i) = Di(Σ
−1
ε ⊗ (1, Xi)T )vec(Zi − WiB),
Di = {Ψ−1 + (Σ−1ε ⊗ (1, Xi)T (1, Xi))}−1
Updating Zi,mis
The missing values in time-dependent covariates, Zi,mis, can be drawn from its full
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conditional distribution N{WiB + (1, Xi)Vi,Σε ⊗ It}
Repeating above steps from a starting value (θ
(0)
z , V (0)) would yield stochastic se-
quences Z
(j)
mis : j = 1, 2, ... which converge in distribution to P (Zmis|Zobs, X). Thus,
for a sufficiently large value of j, we can regard Z
(j)
mis as an approximate draw from
P (Zmis|Zobs, X).
In the second stage, given a version of Z
(k)
mis from the marginal distribution for Zmis,
we are able to draw ymis from conditional distribution P
(
ymis|yobs, X, Zobs, Z(k)mis
)
. This
process is equivalent to the imputation of single response assuming all covariates com-
plete.
Two-Stage-Response-Covariates
We further propose to a two-stage multiple imputation which imputes the incomplete re-
sponse in the first stage, that is, two-stage-response-covariates. Two imputation models
are given by:
• imputation model at first stage (response model):
yi = Xiηi + e
∗
i (3.4)
ηi = Ciη + vi
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• imputation model at second stage (covariate model):




where ηi is a (q
∗×1) vector, Ci is a (q∗×r) design matrix which include fully-observed
time-independent covariates, η is a (r × 1) vector representing fixed parameters for
imputation model of yi, e
∗
i is a (l× 1) vector each component independently distributed
as N(0, σ∗2), and vi is a (q
∗ × 1) vector where each row follows N(0, σ2v). For the
covariate model, Hi is a ((1 + q
∗)× q) matrix, C∗i is a ((1 + q∗)× r) design matrix,
H is a (r × q) matrix containing fixed parameters for imputation of Zi. Ei is a (l × q)
matrix, where each row distributed as Nq(0,Σ
∗), and Ui is a ((1 + q
∗)× q) matrix, where
vec(Ui) ∼ N1+q∗+q(0,Φ∗).
Instead of imputing covariates first, we will first draw M independent samples
y
(1)
i,mis, · · · , y
(M)
i,mis from P (yi,mis|Xi, Ci). Then given y
(k)
i,mis, k = 1, · · · ,M , we further draw
Z
(k,1)
i,mis, · · · , Z
(k,N)




i ). Similarly, this implementation re-
quires prior distribution for all unknown parameters. We will follow similar scheme as
we did with two-stage-covariates-response to run the Gibbs sampler to gain the posterior
distribution for missing values.
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3.4 Simulation Studies
We aim to compare the performance across various scenarios of following approaches:
multivariate multiple imputation method (MULT), two-stage-covariates-response (TSMI-
C), two-stage-response-covariates (TSMI-R).
We consider a sample size l = 500 and planned visit times t = 4. For each individual
i = 1, · · · , 500 at each visit j = 1, · · · , 4, we generate three time-varying covariates:
(X1ij, X2ij, X3ij), which follow a multivariate distribution independently with mean be-
ing 0, variance being 1 . The correlation between X1ij, X2ij equals to 0.1, the correlation
between X1ij and X3ij, and correlation between X2ij and X3ij are both equal to 0.7.
The response is generated for such that
yij = β0 + u0j + β1 ∗X1ij + β2 ∗X2ij + β3 ∗X3ij + ei (3.6)
where u0i is independently distributed as N(0, ψ) for i = 1, · · · , 500, and ei indepen-
dently distributed as N(0, σ2) across j and i. We set β = (1, 1, 2, 0.5).
We perform a set of simulations for each combination of missing scenario and varia-
tion scenario. First, we consider the scenario with missing complete at random (MCAR).
We randomly delete some observations in yij with the ratio py, and observations in X1ij
and X2ij with same ratio px. We vary the px and py to alter the proportion of missing
values to different missingness: (py = 0.2, px = 0.4), (py = 0.4, px = 0.2),(py = 0.4, px =
0.4), (py = 0.6, px = 0.6). Second, we consider the scenario with missing at random
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(MAR). We assume the missing proportion depend on the visit time. The latter visit
time, the larger missing proportion. Same combinations of px and py as with MCAR are
used in case of MAR. Third, we consider small number of imputation, M = 5, N = 2, and
large number of imputation M = 25, N = 2 for two-stage multiple imputation, where
corresponding number of imputation for multivariate multiple imputation is M ∗ N .
Fourth, we consider small, and large variation by taking ψ ∈ (1, 4) and σ2 ∈ (1, 4).
In each scenario, 500 datasets are generated. The target parameters, β0, β1, β2, β3
are estimated from each data set. For each kth component of β, given its estimate β̂k
and associated error sk, we calculate the bias as β̂k−βk, standardized bias biasksk × 100%,




k, 95% confidence interval coverage rate
and confidence interval width. Then average of those statistics are taken across 500
generated datasets. Standardized bias and RMSE represent both accuracy and precision
of an estimators, thus act as important measures of practical utility. One rule of thumb
we used is that standardized bias exceeding 40% is considered to be severe [Collins
et al., 2001]. Furthermore, the mean estimate of ψ and σ2 are also calculated to assess
the performance in terms of variance components.
The R package pan [Zhao and Schafer, 2018] is used to implement three multiple
imputation approach, while analysis of each imputed dataset is fitted using the R package
lme4 [Bates et al., 2015].
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3.4.1 Simulation Results
Tables 6 (M=5, N=2) and 7 (M=50, N=2) present the detailed results in the setting of
sample size 500, σ = 1, φ = 1, which represents medium variation in random intercept
and individual residual. Results in scenarios with sample size 100, small and large
variations in random component present similar patterns and thus are not shown here.
Those results could be found in Tables 5.3.1, 15 and 16 in the appendix.
Missing Completely at Random
Under missing completely at random (MCAR) with py = 0.2, px = 0.4,M = 5, N = 2,
multivariate multiple imputation and two-stage-covariates-response both lead to large
standardized bias. The standardized bias of two-stage-covariates-response are worst in
terms of β1, β2, β3. Instead, standardized bias and RMSE obtained from two-stage-
response-covariates are both low ( standardized bias < 25% and RMSE < 0.129 for all
coefficients). In addition, the multivariate multiple imputation and two-stage-response-
covariates achieve nominal coverage rate for 95% confidence interval, while two-stage-
covariates-response shows lower coverage rate for β1 and β2 (78% for both). This implies
that, when response suffers less than covariates with respect to missingness, it is ben-
eficial to implement a two-stage-multiple imputation, first imputing parts with smaller
missing percentage.
The results obtained from scenario with py = 0.4, px = 0.2,M = 5, N = 2 can lead
to similar conclusions that two-stage multiple imputation outperforms by imputing the
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parts of data with less missing values first. When covariates have less missing values
compared with the response, the two-stage-covariates-response outperforms with smaller
standardized bias, smaller RMSE, shorter confidence interval and nominal confidence
interval coverage rate.
In the scenario with same missingness such as py = 0.4, px = 0.4,M = 5, N = 2,
all three approaches achieve moderate bias with standardized bias all approximately
less than 40%, except the standardized bias of β2 = 60.52% by two-stage-covariates-
response. The 95% confidence interval coverage rate calculated by three approaches are
all around nominal level. Two-stage-response-covariates yield relatively smallest stan-
dardized bias (between -9.56 to 9.56), moderate confidence interval width, and moderate
RMSE value, only RMSE of β1 and β4 are slightly larger than those obtained from other
two approaches.
When the proportion of missingness increase from 0.4 to 0.6, standardized bias,
RMSE and confidence interval width increase for all three approaches, whereas the
confidence interval coverage rate decrease. This is expected because more missing
observations in the data will lead to larger bias and larger estimated standard error
for estimated coefficients. Notably, multivariate multiple imputation and two-stage-
covariates-response lead to several severe standardized bias (as high as 84%). Again,
the two-stage-response-covariates achieve acceptable standardized bias. Although the
associated RMSE is slightly higher than those of other two approaches, the difference is
very small, especially compared with pronounced improvement in terms of standardized
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bias.
Last, the number of imputation also has effect on the results. As the number of
imputation increase from M = 5, N = 2 (Table 6) to M = 25, N = 2 (Table 7), the mag-
nitude of standardized bias, RMSE and confidence interval width decrease given same
missingness pattern and missingness mechanism. The reduction is especially notable
for two-stage multiple imputation with high proportion of missingness such as 60%: for
instance, the magnitude of standardized bias for β2 decreases from 84.33 to 57.90 under
two-stage-covariates-response, and 7.44 to 1.17 under two-stage-response-covariates.
Missing at Random
In general, missingness at random results in more biased estimates compared with miss-
ingness completely at random, with larger standardized bias, RMSE and wider confi-
dence intervals (Tables 6 and 7).
In the scenario with py = 0.2, px = 0.4, only two-stage-response-covariates achieve
acceptable standardized bias for all coefficients (-8.07% to 41.51%), while other two
approaches have several large standardized bias (as high as -492.80%). At the same
time, two-stage-response-covariates also obtain smaller RMSE. The confidence interval
coverage rate is around the nominal level 95%, and interval widths are also accept-
able compared with other two approaches. Thus two-stage-response-covariates is again
preferred when the response suffers smaller missing proportions.
In the scenario with covariates suffer smaller missing proportions, such as py =
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0.4, px = 0.2, two-stage-covariate-response approach instead outperforms, with smallest
standardized bias (-6.58% to 43.47%), smallest RMSE (0.062 to 0.142) and shortest
confidence interval (0.226 to 0.398) . On the contrary, the two-stage-response-covariates
performs poorly with extremely high bias and RMSE, as well as lower-than-nominal
confidence interval coverage rate. We therefore arrive at similar conclusions we had
with MCAR case, that two-stage-covariates-response is advantageous when time-varying
covariates have smaller missing percentages.
When response and time-varying covariates suffer from same percentages missing val-
ues, the three approaches have similar performance. All three approaches achieve nom-
inal confidence interval coverage rate and similar confidence interval width. However,
two-stage-response-covariates still outperforms the other methods by obtaining smaller
bias and smaller RMSE. It is also the only approach that show acceptable standardized






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































One of the exploratory objectives of the study is to evaluate the relationship between al-
cohol intake and the HIV disease progression. For analyses, we fit the linear mixed model
for CD4 cell count. In light of correlation between self report and biological marker, we
only include PEth as the measurement of alcohol intake in the model to avoid the prob-
lem of multicollinearity. The treatment of multicollinearity in the context of complete
data has already been discussed in Chapter 3, while treatment of multicollinearity in the
context of incomplete data would be discussed in the next chapter. Other explanatory
variables include age, gender, religion, and HIV virus load. As the data suffers from
a considerable amount of missing data that occurred after the baseline, we apply the
proposed two-stage multiple imputation as well as the multivariate multiple imputation
to handle those missing values.
The resulting point estimates, together with the corresponding standard deviations
(std) and p-values for the regression coefficients are displayed in the Table 8. Multivariate
multiple imputation approach shows an insignificant negative relationship between PEth
and CD4 cell count (estimated coefficient of PEth is -0.011, associated p-value is 0.668);
two-stage-covariates-response approach arrives the similar conclusion with estimated
coefficient of PEth being -0.007 and p-value being 0.590; and estimated coefficient of
PEth produced by two-stage-response-covariates is -0.016, with p-value 0.380. In sum,
all approaches suggest evidence of a negative association between PEth and CD4 cell
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count, however those associations are not significant. Thus we argue that heavy alcohol
use has an impact on CD4 cell count decline, although such impact is not significant.
This finding is consistent with current studies results [Hahn et al., 2018, Cagle et al.,
2017, Weiser et al., 2014]. It is noted that the size of estimation and associated standard
deviation differs a lot across three approaches. The size of point estimation with respect
to PEth produced by two-stage-covariate-response is approximately half as much as
those produced by other two approaches (0.007 compared with 0.011 and 0.016), where
the estimated standard deviation for two-stage-covariates-response is also smaller than













































































































































































































































































































































































In this chapter, we proposed a two-stage multiple imputation method for incomplete
time-dependent covariates in linear mixed effects models, which imputes the missing re-
sponse and missing time-varying covariates at two stages. We presented the simulation
studies where we compare the performance yielded by two-stage multiple imputation and
multivariate multiple imputation. We further consider some modifications of multivari-
ate multiple imputation: given multivariate imputation of response and covariates, we
impose the same missingness on the response and implement the multiple imputation as
well as expectation maximum algorithm to estimate the coefficients in the linear mixed
model. It turned out that such modified multivariate multiple imputation fail to yield
better performance in terms of bias and mean squared error. In sum, our simulation
studies show that the proposed method is more reliable than other methods in the sense
that it provides the smallest bias and the smallest mean-squared errors in the estimates
of covariate coefficients.
When we applied the three missing covariate methods to our HIV data, consistent
results were obtained from different methods. Thus, we conclude that alcohol use are
negatively related to the CD4 cell count (response). This result seems to be consistent
with the findings in [Weiser et al., 2014, Cagle et al., 2017, Hahn et al., 2018].
The proposed two-stage multiple imputation offers a flexible method to tackle in-
complete response and covariates. Outcome models and covariates models could be
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cautiously chosen separately in a way of accounting for types of outcome variables and
covariates variables, as well as assumptions of missingness mechanism.
Several extension of proposed two-stage multiple imputation may be of interest.
First, linear mixed models have been developed for continuous outcomes and covariates
in this chapter, generalized linear mixed model can be proposed as a natural way to
handle categorical variables. Second, the assumptions on missing response and missing
covariates are restricted to case of missing completely at random (MCAR) and missing
at random (MAR) in this chapter. In many analyses, however, such assumptions may
fail to hold. Missing data can often arise from a more complicated mechanism such as
missing not at random (MNAR). In these cases, the use of non-ignorable imputation
methods such as selection models [Diggle and Kenward, 1994, Molenberghs et al., 1997]
or pattern-mixture models [Little, 1993, 1994, 1995, Daniels and Hogan, 2000, Roy, 2003]
should be considered. Extensions to these scenarios will be the topic of future research.
Finally, it is assumed in this chapter all covariates are independent. In case of partly-
observed correlated covariates, we will consider the incorporation of Bayesian shrinkage




Application of Two-stage Multiple
Imputation for Missing Correlated
Time-varying Covariates
4.1 Introduction
Despite the current increased attention devoted to the modeling of incomplete longitu-
dinal data, limited attention has been directed toward handling the issues of incomplete
correlated time-varying covariates in the context of linear mixed model. Several authors
proposed the model accounting for incomplete outcome and time-varying covariates [Roy
and Lin, 2002, Stubbendick and Ibrahim, 2003, Roy and Lin, 2005, Parzen et al., 2006,
Stubbendick and Ibrahim, 2006]. However, none of those approaches take into count the
correlation between incomplete covariates. A notable exception is Schafer and Yucel’s
work where they proposed the multivariate linear mixed effect model [Schafer, 1997a]
to impute all missing variables jointly [Schafer and Yucel, 2002]. They suggested a
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ridge-like prior to handle the correlated incomplete covariates.
The use of ridge-like prior for incomplete data is described in [Schafer, 1997a], which is
a diagonal prior distribution on random components for linear mixed model, functioning
similar with ridge regression in the frequentest framework.
The purpose of this chapter is to propose a two-stage multiple imputation for jointly
modeling time-varying covariates subject to high correlation and missingness at random.
In doing so, we incorporate the Bayesian shrinkage approach for multicollinearity into the
two-stage multiple imputation. In the first stage, the missing covariates are imputed with
the multivariate mixed model; in the second stage, based on those imputed covariates,
the missing response is imputed through a linear mixed model where the correlated
covariates are proceeded with Bayesian shrinkage method.
The remainder of this chapter is organized in the following way. In the next section
4.2, we describe the proposed approach that can be used to model missing correlated
time-varying covariates in the framework of linear mixed model. In section 4.3, simu-
lation studies are carried out to evaluate the performance of proposed approach. An
application of the proposed approach to real data is provided in section 4.4. Finally,
comments and discussion are presented in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Two-Stage Multiple Imputation for Incomplete
Correlated Time-varying Covariates
In this chapter, we extend the work we develop in Chapter 3 for partly-observed response
and time-varying covariates. Henceforth, we continue to use the data setting described
in section 3.3, and linear mixed model (equation 3.1) as the analysis model. In light of
related covariates, in the imputation process, we introduce the Bayesian shrinkage priors
which we developed in Chapter 2.
4.2.1 Specification of Imputation Models
Missing values in time-varying outcome and correlated time-varying covariates present
statistical methodological challenges. We seek a flexible imputation engine under mul-
tiple imputation to handle the missing outcome and missing correlated time-dependent
covariates. To this end, we propose a two-stage multiple imputation by introducing the
Bayesian shrinkage priors. In the first stage, we use a covariate model as the imputation
model to fill in missing values in time-varying covariates; in the second stage, we predict
the missing values in response through a response imputation model by introducing the
Bayesian shrinkage priors to account for correlated covariates. Within the scope of this
chapter, the model we develop can handle missing at random (MAR) missingness.
Covariate Model in First Stage
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During the first stage, we use the multivariate mixed effect model proposed by Schafer
[1997b] and Schafer and Yucel [2002] as the imputation model. In principle, the multi-
variate mixed effects model is an extension of univariate mixed effect model, assuming
multiple outcomes are of interest. When applied as the covariate imputation model,
the multivariate mixed effect model will include all time-varying covariates which are
partly-observed as outcomes need imputation. The covariate model is given by:
Zi = (1, Xi)Bi + εi, (4.1)
Bi = (1, A
∗
i )B + Ui,
where Bi is a (q
∗ + 1) × q matrix, A∗i is a (q∗ + 1) × p∗ matrix incorporating time-
independent covariates, B is a p∗×q matrix of fixed parameters, εi is a m×q matrix which
each of t rows is independently distributed as Nq(0,Σε) and Ui is a q
∗×q random matrix,
distributed as vec(Ui) ∼ Nq∗×q(0,Ψ) independently for i = 1, · · · , l. Last, denote A∗ and
U as appropriately defined matrices representing the concatenation of the corresponding
variables over every individual i
Denote the collection of all unknown parameters in covariate model as θz = (B,Σε,Ψ).
The prior distributions for θz are assumed to be:




where W−1(·) denotes the inverted Wishart distribution. Given above priors, we are
able to simulate the posterior distributions for θz, Ui, Zi,mis using the Gibbs sampler.
Updating B
The fixed effect B follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean being B̂,










Updating Ψ and Σε
The posterior distribution of Ψ is an inverse Wishart: W−1{γ2 + l, (Λ−12 +UTU)−1},
and Σε is also an inverse Wishart: W






ε̂i = Zi −XiA∗i B̂ −XiA∗iUi, i = 1, · · · , l.
Updating Ui
The stacked Ui follows a multivariate normal distribution, such as vec(Ui) ∼ N(vec(Ûi), Di)
where vec(Ûi) = Ai(Σ
−1
ε ⊗ W Ti )vec(Zi − WiB),Wi = (1, Xi), Di = {Ψ−1 + (Σ−1ε ⊗
W Ti Wi)}−1.
Updating Zi,mis
The missing values contained in Zi can be simulated via its posterior distribution,
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which is a multivariate normal distribution, with mean being XiA
∗
i (B+Ui), and variance
being Σε ⊗ It.
Response Model in Second Stage
In the second stage, given the filled-in values in Zi, we impute the response using the
response imputation model which is equivalent to the analysis model, equation (3.1).
yi = (1, Zi, Xi)βi + ei,
βi = (1, Ai)β + ui.
The unknown parameters in response imputation model can be denoted as θy = (β, σ,Ω).
In light of high correlation in covariates, Zi and Xi, we introduce the Bayesian shrinkage
priors by assigning the normal-gamma priors on β.





2λγ2 ∼ IG(2, O),
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σ ∼ flat prior,
σu ∼ flat prior,






. Let Gi = (1, Zi, Xi), Hi = Gi(1, Ai), G, H be defined
matrices representing the concatenation of the corresponding variables over all individual
i, V = var(y) = σuGG
T + σ2I. By applying the Bayes theorem, we are able to derive
the full conditional for all unknown parameters, θy, ui and yi,mis.
Updating β
The full conditional distribution of β follow a normal distribution with mean (HTV −1H+







, · · · , 1
Φq+q∗
).
Updating σ2 and σ2b
The full conditional distribution of σ2 is IG(c, d), with c = l
2
and d = (y − Hβ −











The full conditional distribution of Φk, k = 0, · · · , q+q∗ is Generalized Inverse Gaus-




, β2k), where βk is the k
th component of fixed effect β.
Updating λ and γ







Φi. In terms of shape parameter, let π(λ) be the density function of exp(0.1),









which need to be updated using a Metropolis-Hastings random walk update on logλ.
Updating ui
The full conditional distribution of random effect ui is a normal distribution (ũi, Fi),









The missing values contained in yi also distribute normally mean being Hiβ +Giui,
and variance being σ2It.
Gibbs sampler, together with a Metropolis-Hastings random walk allows us to obtain
the posterior distribution for Zmis and ymis.
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4.3 Simulation studies
The simulation aims to evaluate and compare the performances across various scenarios
of the multivariate multiple imputation and proposed two-stage multiple imputation.
The data generation model closely follows the data structure of motivating example,
with the sample size l = 500, and schedule of planned visit times as t = 8. For each
individual i = 1, · · · , l, we generate three time-varying covariates, (X1ij, X2ij, X3ij). X2ij
and X3ij are both normally distributed as mean being 0 and standard deviation being
1, while X1ij = j representing the time of visit. The correlation between X2ij and X3ij
is set as ρ, where ρ ∈ (0.6, 0.8, 0.99) to represent different degree of correlation. The
correlation between X1ij and X2ij, and correlation between X1ij and X3ij are both equal
to 0.5. The response is generated for such that
yij = β0 + u0j + β1 ∗X1ij + β2 ∗X2ij + β3 ∗X3ij + ei, (4.2)
where u0i is independently distributed as N(0, ψ) for i = 1, · · · , 500, and ei indepen-
dently distributed as N(0, σ2) across j and i. We set β = (6, 0.05,−0.05,−0.01).
We perform a set of simulations for each combination of missing scenario and varia-
tion scenario. First, we consider the scenario with missing complete at random (MCAR).
We randomly delete some observations in yij, X1ij, X2ij with the same ratio. We vary
the ratio to alter the proportion of missing values to different missingness: 40% and 60%,
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representing realistic and extreme scenarios respectively. Second, we consider the sce-
nario with missing at random (MAR). We assume the missing proportion depend on the
visit time. The latter visit time, the larger missing proportion. Third, we consider small
number of imputation, M = 5, N = 2, and large number of imputation M = 25, N = 2
for two-stage multiple imputation, where corresponding number of imputation for mul-
tivariate multiple imputation is M ∗ N . Fourth, we consider small, medium, and large
variation by taking ψ ∈ (0.01, 1, 4) and σ2 ∈ (0.01, 1, 4).
In each scenario, 500 datasets are generated. The target parameters, β0, β1, β2, β3 are
estimated from each data set. For each kth component of β, given its estimate β̂k and
associated error sk, we calculate the bias as β̂k−βk, standardized bias biasksk ×100%, root




k, and 95% confidence interval coverage rate.
Then mean of those statistics are taken across 500 generated datasets. Standardized
bias and RMSE represent both accuracy and precision of an estimators, thus act as
important measures of practical utility. One rule of thumb is that the if standardized
bias exceeds 40%, it is considered to be severe [Collins et al., 2001].
4.3.1 Simulation Results
Table 9 summarizes the simulation results across scenarios with different levels of cor-
relation.
When correlation is moderate (ρ = 0.6) and data are missing with proportion of 40%,
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we observe minimal bias under both multivariate multiple imputation (MULT) and two-
stage multiple imputation (TSMI), with standardized bias not exceeding 40%. In both
MCAR and MAR scenarios, the multivariate multiple imputation produce higher stan-
dardized bias and root mean squared error (RMSE) than two-stage multiple imputation.
The confidence interval coverage rate achieve nominal rate under both approaches. How-
ever, when the proportion of missing values increase to 60%, the multivariate multiple
imputation result in more biased estimator, particularly for coefficient β2 ( 47.261%
under MCAR and 54.712% under MAR). Instead, two-stage multiple imputation still
performs better with smaller RMSE and smaller standardized bias, which remaining
under 40% for all coefficients under both MCAR and MAR.
When the correlation level is 0.8, two-stage multiple imputation produce a substan-
tially lower standardized bias and a slightly lower root mean squared error compared
with multivariate multiple imputation. Across all missingness scenarios, standardized
bias of β2 given by multivariate multiple imputation are all exceeding acceptable level
(51.288% under MCAR-40%, 58.633% under MCAR-60%, 57.903% under MAR-40%,
and 59.822% under MAR-60%). Also, a slight under-coverage is reported by multivari-
ate multiple imputation for β2 under all missingness scenarios.
When the correlation level is high (ρ = 0.99), we observe a significant difference
between the two approaches in standardized bias and root mean squared error. Two-
stage multiple imputation results in standardized bias with maximum 40.654% in all
scenarios, while multivariate multiple imputation produces high level of standardized
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bias especially for both β2 and β3, the coefficients with two covariates are correlated
and partly-observed (72.483% for β2, -44.615 % for β3 under MCAR-40%; 91.844 %
for β2, -48.004% for β3 under MCAR-60%; 96.341% for β2, −61.541% for β3 under
MAR-40%; 98.012% for β2, -66.157% for β3 under MAR-60%). We also observe larger
root mean squared error with maximum of 0.466, and lower-than-nominal coverage ra-
tio of confidence interval (88% with β2 under MAR-40% and MAR-60%, 89% with β3
under MAR-60%) for multivariate multiple imputation. However, the two-stage multi-
ple imputation achieves nominal coverage rate of confidence interval in all missingness
scenarios.
The results suggest that the correlation in the design matrix would affect the coef-
ficients estimation: higher correlation level leads to more biased estimator (with larger
standardized bias and root mean squared error). In addition, for both approaches, in-
crease in the proportion of missing values is reflected in raise in standardized bias and
root mean squared error. Higher standardized bias and higher root mean squared er-
ror are also observed for missing at random (MAR) scenario compared with missing





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We consider linear mixed effect model accounting for the change in CD4 cell count.
Time-varying variables include AUDIT-C and PEth, while baseline covariates include
age, sex, religion, and HIV virus load. In view of missing observations in CD4 cell
count, AUIDT-C and PEth, we apply both multivariate multiple imputation and two-
stage multiple imputation to handle the missing data. The results are summarized in
Table 10 .
Both approaches suggest negative associations between alcohol consumption and
CD4 cell count, with estimated coefficients of AUDIT-C being -0.013, PEth being -
0.014 under multivariate multiple imputation approach, while estimated coefficients of
AUDIT-C being -0.014, PEth being -0.023 under two-stage multiple imputation ap-
proach. However, such associations are not statistically significant (none of p-values is
smaller than 5%). It is also reported that HIV virus load is an important factor for
change of CD4 cell count (estimated coefficient is -0.076, p-value less than 0.0001 under
multivariate multiple imputation; estimated coefficient is -0.07, p-value is 0.0002 under
two-stage multiple imputation). The results from two approaches confirm the finding in
[Weiser et al., 2014, Cagle et al., 2017, Hahn et al., 2018].
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Table 10: Application to the HIV data: Estimated coefficients obtained by fitting linear
mixed model, using multivariate multiple imputation (MULT) and two-stage multiple
imputation (TSMI) for missing values
MULT TSMI
Est std p-value Est std p-value
Intercept 6.64 0.084 <0.0001 6.61 0.089 <0.0001
time -0.005 0.002 0.0005 -0.005 0.002 0.001
AUDIT-C -0.013 0.009 0.176 -0.014 0.005 0.100
PEth -0.014 0.018 0.452 -0.023 0.014 0.113
age 0.00005 0.002 0.972 0.0001 0.001 0.943
religion -0.018 0.02 0.378 -0.015 0.017 0.376
sex -0.048 0.041 0.238 -0.036 0.033 0.272
viral load -0.076 0.014 <0.0001 -0.07 0.018 0.0002
4.5 Discussion
We propose two-stage multiple imputation integrating Bayesian Gaussian shrinkage pri-
ors to handling incomplete CD4 cell count, incomplete AUDIT-C and incomplete PEth
in the HIV data example. Bayesian Gaussian shrinkage priors are primarily used to ac-
count for the correlation between AUIDT-C and PEth. The results support that alcohol
use has a negative effect on CD4 cell count, while such effect is not significant in our
data example.
We compare the performance of the proposed two-stage multiple imputation and
multivariate multiple imputation for handling missing data in response and correlated
time-varying covariates in linear mixed effect model. We consider different missingness
scenarios and different levels of correlation. Both approaches produce small bias under
moderate correlation level (ρ = 0.6). When the correlation level is as high as 0.8 and/or
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0.99, the multivariate multiple imputation produce biased estimator with some stan-
dardized bias exceeding 40%. In contrast, the proposed two-stage multiple imputation
produce less biased estimates in all correlation level and all missingness scenarios in-
vestigated. This may be due to proposed two-stage multiple imputation accounting for
the correlation between the covariates. In sum, the two-stage multiple imputation with
Bayesian shrinkage priors has a robust performance even subject to multicollinearity.
Several extension of the proposed two-stage multiple imputation may be of interest.
First, incorporation Bayesian Gaussian shrinkage priors other than normal-gamma prior
used in this dissertation can be considered, and impact of different shrinkage priors on
coefficients estimation needs further investigation. Second, we impute the missing values
in response and covariates assuming they are missing at random. However, this may not
be realistic in practice. For instance, patients may drop out of study or lost to follow-up
due to heavier alcohol intake in our data example, thus the missingness would be subject
to missing not at random (MNAR). Imputation models accounting for missing values
and missingness indicators jointly would be necessary.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Overview
Incomplete data are prominent in longitudinal studies. Statistics literatures on handling
incomplete outcome and covariates in longitudinal or clustered data are limited. This
dissertation builds statistical methodology to address incomplete response and incom-
plete correlated covariates in the context of linear mixed model. In chapter 2 and 3,
we develop two separate methodologies. First, we focus on multicollinearity in linear
mixed model. We propose the Bayesian shrinkage mixed estimator which has reliable
performance among extensive simulation studies. Second, we apply two-stage multiple
imputation to tackle the incomplete response and time-varying covariates in linear mixed
model. The proposed approach is shown to yield small bias of coefficient estimation.
Finally, in Chapter 4, we bring together the findings of Chapter 2 and 3 to fully deal
with incomplete response and correlated covariates.
The main contribution of this dissertations are (a) provides a framework to handle
partly observed outcome and covariates via two-stage multiple imputation; (b) explore
the benefits of introducing Bayesian shrinkage priors to deal with multicollinearity in
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the context of linear mixed model (c) an application of proposed approaches to the HIV
study.
The developments presented in this dissertation provides a foundation for extensions
in many ways. We mainly discuss extensions to non-continuous data and missing not at
random data.
5.2 Extension to Non-continuous Data
The ideas in this work can be extended to non-continuous data, such as categorical
and count data. For example, if partly-observed outcome is a binary variable while
partly-observed covariates are continuous data, one can implement two-stage multiple
imputation by specifying multivariate linear mixed model as covariates model and logistic
mixed effect model as outcome model. Future work will explore the performance of
two-stage multiple imputation to tackle non-continuous data with comparison to other
commonly-used missing data methods.
5.3 Extension to Non-ignorable Missing Data
While we assume missing response and missing time-varying covariates are missing at
random (MAR) in this work, one cannot rule out the possibility that the process inducing
missing variables is further related to unobserved variables. In particular, scientists may
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be concerned that patients with heavier drinking behaviors and/or worst disease condi-
tion would not return for their next assessment (drop out). When the unobserved data
itself provide information about its distribution, the missing data are said to be infor-
mative missingness, or non-ignorable, which belongs to missing not at random (MNAR),
instead of MAR.
There’ve been much research on models for informative missing data, including se-
lection models [Heckman, 1979, Diggle and Kenward, 1994, Molenberghs et al., 1997],
pattern-mixture models [Little, 1993, 1994, 1995, Daniels and Hogan, 2000, Roy, 2003],
and shared-parameter models [Wu and Carroll, 1988, Yuan and Little, 2009]. These mod-
els differ in the way the joint distribution of the outcome and missing data processes are
factorized. In selection models, one specifies a marginal model for the outcome process
and a conditional model for the distribution of the drop-out process given the outcome
process; in pattern-mixture models, one specifies a conditional model for the outcome
process given the drop-out time and the marginal distribution of the drop-out time ;
and in shared-parameter models, the outcome and drop-out processes are assumed to be
conditionally independent given shared random effects . Traditionally, these models have
relied on very strong distributional assumptions in order to obtain model identifiability.
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5.3.1 Extension of Two-Stage Multiple Imputation to Partial
Ignorability
Harel and Schafer proposed the partial ignorability and latent ignorability [Harel and
Schafer, 2009]. Partial ignorability assumption partitions the missing data and allow one
(or more) of the partitions to be ignored given the other partition(s) and the observed
data. Two stage multiple imputation can thus be extended to the situations where either
missing covariates or missing outcome considered to be partial ignorable given the other
one. For example, if it is assumed that individuals with higher alcohol intake would be
more easily miss the follow-up assessment in the HIV data, then missing response can
be ignored give the missing time-varying covariates and observed data. A two-stage-
covariates-response, therefore, would be appropriate by assuming a joint distribution for
covariates and missing data process of it in the first stage, and distribution for response




Table 11: Results from simulation study with different expected value of λ, aλ for
moderate correlation level 0.6. Percentage bias (Bias %), MSE, 95% confidence interval
coverage (Cov), and 95% confidence interval length (CI Length) from the proposed
method BSME along with traditional method MS. Results are based on 1000 replications
each
aλ Bias (%) MSE Cov CI Length
BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE
0.2 β0 -0.616 -2.255 0.059 0.057 0.96 0.95 0.711 0.691
β1 0.444 -0.578 0.111 0.106 0.96 0.96 0.970 0.953
β2 2.701 1.562 0.118 0.113 0.93 0.94 0.973 0.957
0.3 β0 -1.790 -3.344 0.063 0.063 0.96 0.95 0.707 0.698
β1 1.750 0.569 0.128 0.121 0.95 0.96 0.975 0.958
β2 1.276 0.113 0.120 0.113 0.95 0.97 0.978 0.962
0.4 β0 -0.331 -2.831 0.066 0.064 0.96 0.97 0.706 0.687
β1 0.957 -0.274 0.132 0.124 0.93 0.93 0.966 0.946
β2 -1.342 -2.543 0.119 0.113 0.95 0.96 0.967 0.948
0.5 β0 -1.571 -3.532 0.063 0.061 0.97 0.96 0.715 0.697
β1 2.873 1.537 0.126 0.118 0.98 0.98 0.981 0.960
β2 -1.589 -2.963 0.111 0.105 0.96 0.97 0.983 0.963
0.6 β0 0.064 -2.507 0.066 0.063 0.95 0.94 0.712 0.691
β1 -0.137 -1.549 0.113 0.106 0.97 0.99 0.973 0.952
β2 -4.477 -5.688 0.130 0.123 0.95 0.94 0.977 0.954
0.7 β0 2.813 0.858 0.061 0.057 0.98 0.97 0.718 0.696
β1 0.510 -0.678 0.121 0.113 0.95 0.98 0.966 0.944
β2 -1.743 -3.227 0.120 0.112 0.94 0.96 0.966 0.944
0.8 β0 1.917 0.048 0.067 0.065 0.93 0.95 0.713 0.700
β1 6.458 4.818 0.134 0.123 0.90 0.92 0.974 0.948
β2 -5.206 -6.457 0.113 0.107 0.97 0.98 0.977 0.952
0.9 β0 -1.564 -3.931 0.061 0.059 0.97 0.95 0.707 0.689
β1 1.812 0.237 0.125 0.115 0.96 0.96 0.973 0.948
β2 -0.837 -2.145 0.118 0.111 0.95 0.95 0.974 0.948
1 β0 -0.801 -3.482 0.075 0.072 0.93 0.91 0.711 0.690
β1 1.186 -0.285 0.130 0.120 0.93 0.95 0.976 0.950
β2 -0.714 -2.222 0.107 0.099 0.97 0.97 0.973 0.946
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Table 12: Results from simulation study with different expected value of λ, aλ for
moderate correlation level 0.8. Percentage bias (Bias %), MSE, 95% confidence interval
coverage (Cov), and 95% confidence interval length (CI Length) from the proposed
method BSME along with traditional method MS. Results are based on 1000 replications
each
aλ Bias (%) MSE Cov CI Length
MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME
0.2 β0 1.309 -0.549 0.078 0.075 0.93 0.93 0.709 0.696
β1 0.700 -0.157 0.166 0.155 0.94 0.94 1.158 1.129
β2 -1.809 -3.004 0.160 0.150 0.95 0.96 1.161 1.133
0.3 β0 -3.651 -5.170 0.060 0.059 0.97 0.97 0.712 0.696
β1 1.452 0.574 0.176 0.162 0.96 0.97 1.159 1.130
β2 -0.858 -2.212 0.165 0.152 0.95 0.95 1.159 1.130
0.4 β0 4.851 2.817 0.069 0.065 0.96 0.95 0.710 0.686
β1 1.591 0.628 0.158 0.144 0.98 0.99 1.161 1.128
β2 -2.502 -3.886 0.164 0.152 0.96 0.96 1.162 1.130
0.5 β0 0.000 -2.584 0.068 0.065 0.95 0.93 0.710 0.691
β1 -2.861 -3.562 0.168 0.154 0.94 0.96 1.155 1.118
β2 1.042 -0.680 0.157 0.144 0.96 0.96 1.155 1.120
0.6 β0 -0.149 -2.741 0.057 0.056 0.99 0.99 0.708 0.694
β1 -1.260 -1.829 0.184 0.167 0.96 0.97 1.160 1.121
β2 3.366 1.327 0.172 0.155 0.97 0.97 1.162 1.124
0.7 β0 2.279 -0.209 0.066 0.062 0.97 0.96 0.713 0.695
β1 -2.288 -2.838 0.202 0.182 0.90 0.92 1.160 1.121
β2 3.444 1.319 0.182 0.163 0.95 0.96 1.162 1.125
0.8 β0 2.287 -0.214 0.061 0.058 0.97 0.99 0.711 0.693
β1 0.372 -0.885 0.176 0.158 0.92 0.96 1.154 1.114
β2 3.559 2.083 0.174 0.155 0.94 0.94 1.153 1.113
0.9 β0 -0.370 -2.868 0.069 0.066 0.92 0.92 0.709 0.686
β1 0.428 -0.885 0.183 0.162 0.94 0.96 1.157 1.112
β2 0.697 -0.720 0.171 0.151 0.97 0.98 1.157 1.113
1 β0 1.878 -0.552 0.064 0.060 0.95 0.96 0.710 0.688
β1 0.647 -0.935 0.173 0.153 0.94 0.95 1.155 1.111
β2 -0.031 -1.228 0.182 0.162 0.95 0.94 1.156 1.112
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Table 13: Results from simulation study with different expected value of λ, aλ for
moderate correlation level 0.99. Percentage bias (Bias %), MSE, 95% confidence interval
coverage (Cov), and 95% confidence interval length (CI Length) from the proposed
method BSME along with traditional method MS. Results are based on 1000 replications
each
aλ Bias (%) MSE Cov CI Length
MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME MLE BSME
0.2 β0 -0.299 -2.372 0.064 0.062 0.95 0.95 0.713 0.691
β1 4.888 1.763 3.136 1.253 0.94 0.99 4.910 3.563
β2 -5.216 -3.389 3.171 1.271 0.94 0.99 4.912 3.565
0.3 β0 -0.773 -2.815 0.065 0.064 0.95 0.95 0.711 0.693
β1 -2.196 -1.842 3.152 1.167 0.95 0.99 4.915 3.476
β2 2.756 1.011 3.154 1.169 0.95 0.99 4.915 3.477
0.4 β0 0.225 -1.890 0.069 0.066 0.94 0.94 0.713 0.692
β1 -3.322 -2.206 3.171 1.104 0.95 0.99 4.928 3.402
β2 3.377 0.741 3.160 1.100 0.95 0.99 4.928 3.403
0.5 β0 0.306 -1.935 0.065 0.063 0.95 0.95 0.714 0.692
β1 -4.665 -2.467 3.060 1.020 0.95 0.99 4.921 3.334
β2 5.570 1.644 3.067 1.023 0.96 0.99 4.921 3.333
0.6 β0 -1.304 -3.759 0.064 0.062 0.95 0.95 0.711 0.689
β1 -4.848 -2.992 3.101 0.995 0.95 0.99 4.913 3.268
β2 3.785 0.297 3.077 0.983 0.95 0.99 4.913 3.270
0.7 β0 -0.870 -3.215 0.066 0.064 0.95 0.94 0.712 0.689
β1 4.644 1.095 3.169 0.967 0.95 0.99 4.911 3.232
β2 -4.692 -2.919 3.162 0.964 0.95 0.99 4.910 3.233
0.8 β0 0.513 -1.934 0.064 0.061 0.96 0.95 0.711 0.690
β1 -14.429 -7.164 3.118 0.924 0.94 0.99 4.920 3.191
β2 14.059 4.946 3.118 0.925 0.95 0.99 4.920 3.192
0.9 β0 -0.554 -3.245 0.063 0.061 0.95 0.95 0.714 0.693
β1 0.058 -0.978 3.172 0.912 0.94 0.99 4.915 3.159
β2 0.046 -0.897 3.198 0.923 0.95 0.99 4.914 3.160
1 β0 -0.387 -3.106 0.062 0.060 0.97 0.97 0.710 0.690
β1 3.821 0.318 3.323 0.924 0.94 0.99 4.919 3.134
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